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U.S. recovery could be on the horizon,
but contradictions abound

INSIDE INSIDER

Global Ports Holding rushes to
transform Nassau into a home port

In a vibrant and colorful promotion, Chinese dancers perform the Dragon Dance in front of the Penha store in Curaçao, as
the duty free retailer teamed up with Essence Corp and Shiseido to celebrate Chinese New Year. See full story on page 32.

As of the end of March,
more than 133 million people
--about 30% of the adults in the
United States -- had received at
least one dose of the coronavirus
vaccine, and President Joe Biden
announced that 90% of adults will
be eligible to get a vaccine within
the next three weeks. This is
promising news for the resumption
of consumer confidence and travel
in this market.
But rising numbers of
COVID-19 and its variants
are causing new restrictions
in South America, including a
resurgence in travel bans and
national lockdowns. Even in the
U.S., the head of the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
is issuing dire warnings that the
country could face a 4th wave of
infections if it rushes to open too
quickly.
Against this backdrop, this
issue of Travel Markets Insider
takes a deep look at global and
		

regional travel numbers and
forecasts, including a summary of
the efforts being taken on behalf
of the industry by the associations
from the region – IAADFS, FDFA
and ASUTIL --presented at a
Duty Free World Council webinar
earlier this year.
Cruising is facing its own
impasse – the CDC refuses to
speed up its opening of U.S.
waters, so cruise lines are
bypassing U.S. ports with new
options. We investigate this
development and talk about what
preparations these ports must take
to prepare for embarkations.
Clearly, changes in travel will
impact travel retail post-COVID
and TMI invited some key experts
to discourse on various topics:
future trends, the watch sector, the
growing importance of wellness
travel and how to fix broken brand
ambassador programs.
Despite the crisis, some
operators and suppliers continued
1

to forge ahead, opening new
locations, mounting colorful
promotions and investing in
innovations for increasing
efficiencies as they prepare
for the new normal. In a
far-reaching interview, John
Gallagher speaks with Marcelo
Montico, CEO of Latin
American border operator
Neutral by Luryx, about how
they—as new owners—view the
future.
On the Supply Side, TMI’s
Michael Pasternak speaks at
length with spirits distributors
serving the Americas market
from Canada to Argentina -who along with confectionery
powerhouse Otis McAllister,
and logistics specialist WTDC,
confirm their commitment to
travel retail.
All this and more, Inside Insider,
Lois Pasternak,
Editor/Publisher

Rouge Duty Free enters St. Croix with
luxury store

Duty Free Global’s Barry Geoghegan
doubles down on travel retail worldwide

MONARQ Group reaches customers
with digital innovations

Plus Products-People-Places
The Insider View
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ACI: COVID-19 creates existential crisis for airports, airlines and
their commercial partners as impact continues in 2021
The latest Advisory Bulletin on the
airport business, published at the end of
March by Airports Council International
(ACI) World, indicates that despite some
positive signs for recovery, the impact of
COVID-19 presents an “existential crisis”
on the industry that will be felt on airport
passenger traffic and revenues in 2021.
The ACI analysis forecasts that 4.7
billion fewer passengers will travel by
year end 2021 compared to the projected
baseline, representing a decline of -47.5%
of global passenger traffic. This reduction
in travelers is estimated to equate to a
loss in revenue of more than $94 billion
(figures in US Dollars) by the end of 2021,
cutting in half expectations compared to the
projections.
Different regions of the world will
recover at different rates, says ACI World.
Markets having significant domestic traffic
are expected to recover in 2023 to preCOVID-19 levels while markets with a
significant share of international traffic are
unlikely to return to 2019 levels until 2024
or even 2025 in some cases.
ACI World is strongly calling for an
interoperable health data trust framework
to facilitate safe border reopening and
cross-border travel to support this recovery.
ACI will support any system which will
allow testing and vaccination data to be
shared consistently, effectively, and in a
way that protects the personal data of those
that use it.
ACI World Director General Luis
Felipe de Oliveira noted that as the world
is embarking on the biggest vaccination
campaign in history, countries with high
rates of vaccination are seeing an escalation
of encouraging prospects for recovery,
“with a surge in travel in the second half of
2021 expected.”
“Despite this, COVID-19 remains an
existential crisis for airports, airlines and
their commercial partners and we need
support and sensible policy decisions from
governments to ensure that aviation can
fuel the global economic recovery.
“We hope an upsurge in confidence
in air travel provided by vaccination
and safety measures should result in the
number of people traveling outside of
their countries will start this spring and
significantly increase by mid-year.

“Aviation recovery will not takeoff, however, without a coordinated and
globally-consistent approach to vaccination
and testing, coupled with safe and
interoperable methods of sharing testing
and vaccination information.”
Highlights from ACI World’s Advisory
Bulletin: The impact of COVID-19 on the
airport business and path to recovery:
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COVID-19 crisis had an unprecedented
impact on airport traffic
Last year marked the end of a decade
of consistent growth in global passenger
traffic. The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic
brought airports around the world to
a virtual halt in the second quarter of
2020, resulting in airport traffic —and
revenue —losses across all regions. While
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many countries have since then started to
gradually reopen parts of their economy,
a number of states were confronted with
subsequent waves of infections and opted
for the re-imposition of partial lockdowns.
Looking back at 2020
The COVID-19 crisis removed more
than 6.1 billion passengers for the whole
year 2020 compared to the projected
baseline (pre-COVID-19 forecast for
2020), representing a decline of 64.6% of
global passenger traffic. Compared to 2019
level, the decline is recorded at 63.3%.
Europe and the Middle East were the
two most impacted regions with declines
of 70.5% each compared to the projected
baseline.
Asia-Pacific was hit by the virus first
but embarked on recovery earlier and
faster than other regions—mostly driven
by China’s sizable domestic market. The
region closed the year 2020 with a decline
of 61.3% compared to the projected
baseline (59.8% decline compared to 2019
level). Asia-Pacific, however, recorded
the highest traffic loss of all regions with
a loss of 2.15 billion passengers in 2020
compared to the projected baseline.
Latin America-Caribbean was the least
impacted of all regions posting a decline of
61.1% compared to the projected baseline
(-59.8% compared to 2019 level).
International passenger traffic was
virtually non-existent in the second half
of 2020. International passenger volume
ended the year below 1 billion passengers,
a decrease of more than 75% compared to
2019 volume.
Domestic passenger traffic volume
was helped by the early recovery of major
domestic markets like China, Russia and
the U.S. Globally, domestic traffic volume
for 2020 was recorded slightly above 2.4
billion passengers, a decline of 54.7%
compared to 2019 volume.
Projections for 2021
The impact of the COVID-19 crisis
is forecast to remove an additional 4.7
billion passengers by year end 2021
compared to the projected baseline
(pre-COVID-19 forecast for 2021),
representing a decline of 47.5% of global
passenger traffic (see Table 1). Compared
to 2019 levels, the decline is forecast to
be -43.6% by year end. The first quarter
of 2021 is expected to show little signs of
improvement compared to Q4 2020. As
the vaccination rollout and vaccine uptake
increases, more passengers are expected

to return to travel with the biggest surge in
Q3 and Q4 of 2021.
Similar to 2020, Europe and the
Middle East are forecast to remain the two
most impacted regions with declines of
58.1% and 58.9%, respectively, compared
to the projected baseline due to their high
dependence on international travel and
connectivity, which are recovering at a
slower pace than domestic travel.
Following its early start to recovery,
Asia-Pacific will outperform all other
regions in each quarter of 2021 and is
forecast to end the year 2021 with an
estimated traffic loss of 40.3% compared to
the projected baseline (a decline of 35.1%
compared to 2019 level).
Driven by the combination of a
fast-recovering U.S. domestic market and
strong vaccination rate, North America
forecast for 2021 will significantly improve
and the region is expected to end the year
2021 at -43.5% compared to the projected
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baseline (or -39.9% compared to 2019
level).
International passenger traffic is
expected to remain weak in the first half
of 2021, but early signs are pointing to a
significant surge in air travel demand for
the second half of 2021 as an increasing
number of people get vaccinated and
international travel restrictions are
gradually eased. While international
passenger traffic volume will still lag
behind domestic traffic in 2021, it is
forecast to end the year above 1.6 billion
passenger or 43.4% of 2019 level (see
Chart 2).
Domestic passenger traffic began
recovering faster than international traffic.
Globally, domestic traffic will continue
to increase in 2021 to reach close to 3.5
billion passengers by the end of 2021
corresponding to 65.6% of the 2019 level
(see Chart 2).
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DFWC webinar analyzes whether 2021 is the Year of Recovery?
The Duty Free World Council held
another critical, far-reaching webinar in
February, with the virtual event featuring
representatives from all the regional
associations presenting updates on the state
of the industry.
Under the theme of Year of Recovery?
Tax Free World Association Managing
Director John Rimmer warned that the
situation could get worse before it gets
better, and advised a “sober look” at the
data in planning for the future.
“Recovery will be far from easy or
smooth,” he cautioned.
DFWC President Sarah Branquinho
said recovery will be all about opening
borders safely, and reiterated that the travel
industry is advocating testing and vaccines,
instead of quarantining, which is “stifling
travel the world over.”
Detailing the steps being taken by
aviation group IATA (International Air
Transport Association) to encourage
opening borders, Branquinho informed
listeners that the DFWC had reminded
IATA that duty and tax free retail are an
integral part of the total business model and
that safeguards need to be built in to protect
our ability to make those sales.
“This is something we’ll be working
on with IATA and that we all need to

remember when discussing a digital future
with our airport and airline partners,” she
noted.
Patrick Lucas, Vice President
Economics at ACI World, presented a deep
dive into the numbers defining the impact
on aviation from the lockdowns caused by
the coronavirus.
With a 63+% decline in passenger
traffic in 2020, ACI World estimates the
economic loss to be US$112 billion last
year. This would be equivalent to the 85
busiest hub airports having all of their
revenue wiped out, he said.
And with the rampant spread
of existing and new variants of the
coronavirus, countries worldwide are
slamming shut their borders to travel and
instituting new lockdowns this year as well,
the consensus is that real recovery to travel
will not begin until later in the second half
of this year, and will be in select markets
only.
In fact, the experts are looking more
at 2024 for widespread recovery rather
than 2023. The bright spot, however, is
that pent-up demand for travel is strong
and growing, so when borders open, and
vaccines are readily available, recovery
should flourish.

U.S./Central America
In the Americas, recovery will differ
quite significantly depending on the
market.
Rene Riedi, president of International
Association of Airport and Duty Free
Stores, presented an overview of the
situation in the United States and Central
America and the efforts the association had
taken on behalf of the industry at the time.
Among the major initiatives, Riedi
said that obtaining financial relief for the
Duty Free and Travel Retail industry due
to the impacts from the pandemic was
the IAADFS’s main priority, and that the
association had coordinated its effort with
other airport concessionaire organizations
to do so.
The COVID-19 relief package
signed into law by then President Donald
Trump on Dec. 27 2020 contained critical
assistance for airport concessionaires in the
amount of $2 billion. The COVID-19 relief
package also included new funding of the
Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) which
expired on Aug 8, 2020. The second round
is funded with a total of $320 billion.
Ed. Update: A “Biden” relief bill
signed in March includes $14 billion for
airlines and an additional $9 billion for
airports and other businesses. The Biden

ASUTIL’s Jose Luis
Donagaray, ACI World’s
Patrick Lucas, FDFA’s
Barbara Barrett and IAADFS’s
(Dufry) Rene Riedi discuss the
recovery prospects for the duty
free and travel retail business
in the Americas during the
Duty Free World Council
webinar in February.
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relief bill also sets aside $1 billion for
aviation contractors and $8 billion for
airports to help them operate normally,
limit the spread of the virus, and pay
workers and service their debts. In
exchange for the aid, airports, contractors
and airlines are prohibited from large
layoffs through September and were forced
to make other concessions.
Riedi also spoke about the webinar
IAADFS had organized for members in
December, to discuss future opportunities.
Among the new ideas discussed were duty
free on arrival; increasing the current duty
free allowance and changing the practice
of confiscating liquor products at transit
airports on U.S. bound flights.
Canada
Barbara Barrett, Executive Director
of the Frontier Duty Free Association,
presented an update on the situation in
Canada.
Land border stores are seriously
affected since the Canada /U.S. Border has
been closed to all but essential workers
since March 21, 2020 and closure is
currently extended to at least April 21,
2021 (likely to extend well beyond). As
a result, some 75% of land border stores
are completely closed, and those open to
essential workers have very little traffic
The FDFA was able to join a Coalition
of the Hardest Hit, which has resulted
in the government approving a Highly
Affected Sectors Credit Availability
Program (HASCAP), a liquidity program
that became available in February.
FDFA also successfully advocated
for a rent subsidy that would be provided
directly to tenants, and allow Duty Free
stores to receive up to 65% in base subsidy.
Additional negotiations are underway as
well.
To help the Duty Free sector recover,
FDFA is also pursuing the creation of a
Canadian Duty Free Zone; the restart of
Canada’s Visitor Rebate Program and of
prime importance, the safe reopening of the
Canada-U.S. border.
LATAM
Looking at the situation in South
America, Jose Luis Donagaray, Secretary
General of South American Duty Free
Association ASUTIL, said that the
association continues to work vigilantly

communicating with governments
and working in tandem with industry
organizations including ACI LAC and the
Brazilian National Association of Airport
Concessionaires. These efforts included
letters to ICAO representatives in each
country with recommendations for global
standards and recovery protocol; a letter
to the Uruguayan government to facilitate
the pre-sale of airport Duty Free before
traveling and to discuss the possibility of
selling products to local people paying a
tax at borders.
ASUTIL successfully lobbied the
Brazilian Government to reduce the
costs association with the IT information

requirements for border shops (SEPRO),
and has also been working with Brazil
to update the Duty Free allowance for
Brazilians shopping in border shops to
harmonize it with border allowances
coming from other countries, which
Donagaray says is expected to go into
effect at the end of March.
Working with the Duty Free operators
in all three countries (Brazil, Argentina and
Uruguay,) ASUTIL is looking to introduce
Home Delivery from the duty free stores.
ASUTIL also worked with the
Uruguayan government, which has created
a commission for “no presencial” sale to
tourists in borders.

LATAM: With the surge in coronavirus cases and the variants out of Brazil at press time, South
America might not return to pre-COVID passenger levels until 2025.

Quarantines will prevent some three quarters of potential passengers from traveling,
says ACI World.
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New m1nd-set research discloses shopper trends for vaccinated
travelers post-COVID
It should not come as much of a
surprise that people who travel want to get
the coronavirus vaccine, and most of them
want it as soon as possible.
This is one finding from the latest
syndicated research conducted by Swiss
research agency m1nd-set in January 2021
to assess the impact of COVID and the
COVID vaccine on travel and shopping
behavior.
More than 90% of travelers who
visit Duty Free shops will take the
vaccine when it is available, according to
m1nd-set. According to the research two
thirds of visitors are willing to receive
the vaccine as soon as it is available
and around one third prefer to receive
the vaccine after some time, but not
immediately.
The research, conducted in January
2021, was carried out among 2,500
travelers who used to fly at least twice
per year before the COVID-19 outbreak
and who were regular shoppers in Travel
Retail.
The impact on shopping and spending
behavior is broken down into a number
of key themes. These include the impact
of COVID on the perception of the
importance of different shopping aspects,
such as sustainability, promotions or
digital elements; the possible replacement
of the Travel Retail channel by other
shopping channels such as e-commerce;
changes in travelers’ engagement with
airport services and changes in habits
at the airport; the impact of COVID on
interaction with sales staff and on the
willingness to try and test products; the
preference for digital vs human interaction
inside the store and the likelihood to shop
online, pre-order and use click-and-collect
options.
The research reveals the behavior
among key shopper segments – including
region, nationality, age and traveler type
for example – with regards to the various
topics studied. Chinese travelers for
example are, according to the research,
significantly more likely compared to the
global average to want to have the vaccine
(97% vs 93%). But 59% of Chinese
respondents wish to receive the vaccine

as soon as possible, slightly lower than
the global average of 63%, while 38%
say they wish to receive the vaccine after
waiting a while, well above the global
average (30%).
The research also reveals that
international travelers who want to receive
the vaccine as soon as possible also tend
to be more likely to visit the Duty Free
shops on future international air trips
(67%) and to convert into buyers (also
67%).
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Post-COVID vaccinated travelers
to seek more sustainable shopping
experiences and exclusives
Shopper behavior among
international travelers who want to receive
the vaccine will evolve, according to the
m1nd-set COVID-vaccine research. For
example, 56% of these respondents say
they will purchase more products online,
compared to 48% among those who do not
want the vaccine.
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There will also be a marked shift
towards a healthier lifestyle and more
environmentally friendly consumer
behavior among international travelers
willing to receive the vaccine. Also, 56%
say they will actively seek out high quality,
naturally sourced and health-conscious
products; and 50% will pay more attention
to the sustainability of the product
packaging with 47% saying they will be
more attentive to the sustainability of the
products themselves. Duty Free exclusives
will be of more interest to this shopper
segment also, with 46% of pro-vaccine

travelers seeking out travel retail exclusives
more than they did pre-COVID.
m1nd-set owner & CEO Peter Mohn
commented: “The research findings
demonstrate that post-COVID shoppers
among international travelers will be more
discerning towards natural, organic and
sustainably sourced and packaged products.
Retailers and brand ambassadors will need
to put significantly greater focus during
staff training on these new aspects to ensure
they are able to communicate these special
values to the shoppers.”
“It won’t be enough simply to put it

on the packaging,” Mohn continued. “Our
research shows that the story-telling aspect
around a product carries enormous weight
in the purchase decision making process.
These ‘good news’ stories will enable retail
staff and brand ambassadors to engage
with customers in new ways and not only
increase their understanding of the product,
but also enhance the overall shopping
experience with the knowledge that their
purchase is also positive for the planet.”
For more information, or to purchase
the full report, please contact m1nd-set:
info@m1nd-set.com.

U.S. domestic recovery in air traffic to be led by JetBlue & Spirit
Low cost airlines JetBlue and Spirit
are leading the way in air traffic recovery in
the United States, according to an article in
the March 23 anna.aero news and analysis.
The U.S. domestic market handled 812
million passengers in 2019, a number that
fell to 336 million in 2020 after COVID-19
hit, reports the Bureau of Transportation
Statistics. This was a decrease of 59%
versus 2019, says anna.aero.
In the six-month period between
March and August 2019, the top 12 U.S.
domestic carriers combined offered over
509 million departing seats. This dropped
by 46% during the same six months in
2020 to 273 million.
Based on statistics from OAG
Schedules Analyser data, these same 12

airlines are currently poised to operate
just shy of 457 million departing seats
on domestic services for the same period
of 2021, which is over 10% less than the
offering seen in 2019, but an encouraging
67% gain on last year.
The chart below shows airline
projections for the next six months,
compared to their pre-pandemic capacity
JetBlue Airways and Spirit Airlines
are leading growth, predicting a +20%
increase in seat capacity for July and
August versus what each flew in 2019.
The biggest change to JetBlue’s
schedule is its arrival in Miami. The airline
now links MIA with New York JFK, New
York Newark, Boston and Los Angeles.
A Hartford route is planned to commence
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from June. Overall, JetBlue will offer
slightly less than one million seats from
Miami in S21, accounting for 4.2% of the
carrier’s total seats this coming summer.
Spirit Airlines, like JetBlue, has a
similar number of routes planned to be
flown in S21 (250 US domestic routes in
S21 based on OAG), with files indicating
it is planning to operate 35 routes this
upcoming summer which it did not operate,
or plan to operate, in S20.
anna.aero notes that airline schedules
are under continual change but, these
developments indicate which airlines are
planning ahead with optimism for growth
for the upcoming summer season.
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Planning ahead for a post-COVID-19 world: what it means for
the economy and TR in 2021
With a wide ranging career in travel retail that spanned sales, business development and marketing for premium brands in beauty,
luggage/travel accessories and fashion accessories, Panos Argyros has experienced many ups and downs in the industry over the past
two decades. The current COVID-19 pandemic has brought its own, unique challenges to the channel, however. TMI asked Argyros to
assess the impact of the crisis and discuss how he sees a recovery emerging.

Financial outlook
The year 2020 was probably the worst
downturn since the Great Depression, in
terms of magnitude, shock and time period
combined. Headwinds to robust near-term
growth include COVID-19 related lockdowns in early 2021, lingering consumer
and business caution and rising public and
private debt.
Yet, the reopening of economies and
the availability of vaccines will gradually unleash a new wave of spending on
travel and services. In 2020 we had a 4.2%
decline, however, global world GDP is
projected to increase about 4.6% in 2021.
The US dollar is expected to weaken as a
response for monetary accommodation and
a widening trade deficit.
Supply and demand
The pendulum of supply and demand
will keep shifting sides for a while and
until it finds balance, fiscal volatility and
rising inflation should be expected as a
result.
Commodity prices rose sharply in the
2nd half of 2020 as the global economy rebounded; these cost increases have started
to directly affect supply chain, pressuring
margins and leading to higher prices for
finished goods in 2021.
Regional trends
In the Americas, DTC (direct to consumer), environment and sustainability will
rise stronger than ever before. A weaker
USD will drive demand in the U.S.
The EMEA region will show the slow-

est growth rates globally, and containment
measures will continue to hinder the recovery in the first half of 2021. Fiscal support
will not be enough for a fight against unemployment and bankruptcies. In addition,
the euro will appreciate vs the dollar. Pre
pandemic levels could be reached in early
2023.
APAC / China will see accelerated
and strongest growth vs prior years. The
rebound will be subdued compared to what
we have experienced in the past, however.
Travel Retail
Some people have called it “the lost
year,” 2020 has been the most difficult
year for the travel retail industry and 2021
will not be far behind it. Nevertheless,
companies in the industry have acted with
tremendous resilience during the most
challenging time and should be applauded
for the spirit, the effort and the results in
what could be the most shocking year ever.
Companies are planning for an increased
1st half, followed by a strong Q3 and
accelerated growth in Q4 as a result of an
ambitious global vaccination campaign.
Traditionally, TR has been following local market trends, lagging in
experimentation and prioritizing profit and
exposure over “the new consumer.” Home
has always been a sacred and safe place
for the consumers, and travel has always
been business or fun. Now, it’s a unique
opportunity to use TR as a canvas for the
global citizen, find and adopt to brand and
merchandising trends and utilize technology as part of the “contactless sale.”
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Panos Argyros

Digitalization of the offering is again
the single most important (and now urgent)
element that the trifecta of airports, concessionaires and vendors have to nail and
execute with excellence in 2021. This alone
will change the name of 2020 from a “lost
year,” to a “pivoting and spring forward
year.”
Most recently, Panos Argyros was the
VP Sales for Travelpro Products and Korres in North America. Panos has expanded
distribution, increased revenue and profit,
built strong teams and brand equity in all
of the brands he has worked for --Clinique,
Origins, MAC, Korres, Bijoux Terner,
Travelpro. With established relationships
with all of the major retailers and airport
landlords, he is available to engage with
select companies and assist their growth in
Travel Retail.
panos.argyros68@yahoo.com

5 - 9 APRIL 2021
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

virtualamericassummit.com
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2020 Watch sales in Travel Retail and a look toward the future
Let’s start with some good news.
Despite whatever catalytic effects
the global public health crisis had on
online purchasing of consumer goods,
e-commerce only accounted for a relatively
small percentage of retail sales. According
to Stats Canada, for 2020, Total U.S.
retail purchases were $5.6T with 14.1%
attributed to e-com, and Total Canada retail
was $606B with 8.1% attributed to e-com.
What might one infer from that? That
the “retail apocalypse” is not nearly as bad
as anyone imagined. That the brick-andmortar retail location is still an important
point of sale, and cogently, an important
point of experience.
So while watch sales in travel retail
definitely took a shocking blow, it will
not remain so forever. Granted, cruise
ships have been laid up, and based upon
geographic regions, travel bans have
delimited transit through international
airports.
Early bright spots include Hainan
duty free in China, where most serious
watch brands are investing, hedging their
bets that this destination will be of major
importance in helping sales recover from
2020. According to a report on March
22nd in the Moodie Davitt Report, sales
continue to soar in this market. While
this will help, it is not a cure-all for what
ails the global watch industry. Let’s look
pictorially at some recent figures from the
FH (Fédération de l’industrie horlogère
Suisse), as reported last month in the online
newsletter, Horas y Minutos:
From the main markets, we can
see that strong sales in China in second
semester 2020 helped bolster sales, making
the net figure slightly positive. 2021 sales
in China, and especially Hainan, continue
to help. But looking at the graph below, we

can see 2020 sales were affected differently
by price segment. The assault on entry
level Swiss watches by wearables, and
dominated by the Apple Watch, shows no
sign of abating. Duty free operators may
want to look at which pricing segment(s)
deliver their best sales results, and focus
on those segments, as every cubic foot (or
meter) must deliver KPI results.
In conclusion, we can likely safely
assume that once travel resumes via air
and sea, sales results will steadily climb
again, though it may take several years for
figures to recover to pre-COVID levels,
if they ever do. There continues to be an
evolution of competing enterprises that
include growth of brand-owned boutiques,
D2C (direct to consumer), CPO (certified

preowned) platforms, and the wearable
(smart watch) segment.
Duty free operators should focus
on best-performing price segments,
introducing some sort of experiential
interaction at the POS, solid value
propositions for the traveler, and an
assortment of current collections, including
novelties. An overwhelming smorgasbord
of aged inventory from the COVID period
will likely not generate the sort of sales
results desired, and could reflect negatively
on the retailer. This challenge will require
an investment of capital and clever
planning, strategic alliances with brands,
and a capable sales staff.
Finally, those interested in the
important KPI of sell-out figures should
consider the subscription based Mercury
Report, which includes data on over 10 key
markets, including travel retail. See: www.
mercuryproject.ch

Mark Lewis-Jones is a member of the
Board of Advisors, Watch Trade Academy,
Neuchâtel, Switzerland
Caribbean / LatAm Representative, Watch
Distributors Directory, Switzerland.
mark@watch-trade.academy
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One on One with Heidi Van Roon

SPARK creates new Brand Partner Program designed to help lead
North American airport retail sales revival

SPARK Group of Companies has
introduced an innovative new concept
in staffing for travel retail. Called the
Brand Partner Program, the multi-faceted
sales and promotions program has been
designed to substantially support global
brands and travel retailers to achieve the
best possible sales outcomes and replace
a broken model as the industry emerges
from the COVID-19 pandemic.
There are many issues currently
facing travel retail brands and retailers
in the face of COVID-19, and the Brand
Partner Program has been designed to
tackle them head on, SPARK Group of
Companies President, Heidi Van Roon
tells TMI.
Reduced shop floor accessibility and
travel budgets, obsolete activation models
and insufficient ROI are impacting brands
management, says Van Roon. For retailers,
the program addresses reduced labor
budgets, the high turnover costs of brand
ambassador programs, and the need to
adapt activations to the post-COVID era.
SPARK addresses these issues by
recruiting, and intensively training Brand

Heidi Van Roon,
SPARK Group of Companies President

Partners, and then employing them for a
full year.
“This program creates good
employment,” explains Van Roon. “We
are hiring our ‘partners’ for a year,
because these have been our best hires,
and the long-term employment allows for
the best possible promotion for brands.”
Since most brands have a budget for
at least four months of promotions a yeareither part time or full time -- the SPARK
program offers an option for the brand to
subscribe for four months, six months or a
full year (35%, 50% or 100%).

Left: Heidi Van Roon (center) with members of her SPARK team at Vancouver International Airport.
Right: SPARK promotion for Godiva Chocolates and Wayne Gretzky Ice Wine.
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It is SPARK who is committing to
the year-long hire, and investing about six
weeks to two months of training in each
hire at the beginning.
“We have six very relevant courses—
including setting sales goals, sales literacy
to understand the sales narrative, sales
reporting, and emotional intelligence,
etc. Each one of these topics includes
a 12-month case study for our client
partner. Our trainees have to understand
a year-long sales cycle. This will create
brand experts with very valuable sales
skills who can take their technical
knowledge – goal setting for example –
and apply it and test it for twelve months.
These skills are so important on the shop
floor and by providing twelve months
of case reporting, we hold the partner
accountable,” she says.
The program has been devised to
enhance the role of the traditional airport
retail sales assistant or brand ambassador,
turning the role into that of a dedicated
airport store brand manager. Van Roon
argues that it will create value for brands
by giving them the same promoter for

INSIDER

each of their promotions, one who is able
to offer a highly-engaging, personalized
and more sophisticated airport retail
experience.
“The brands need support like
this,” insists Van Roon. “They need that
dedicated sales person on the shop floor.
They also need that management, because
they don’t have a travel budget, they
don’t have software access, and they have
reduced staff drastically.
“We have so much staff contraction
on every level that we really have to
place this management responsibility
on the shop floor. This is what we are
introducing. We are saying: These are our
capabilities. This is what we can offer
in the program. How does his work for
your needs? And it will really require
collaboration,” she explains.
Van Roon continues: “Collaboration
is right at the heart of what we are trying
to achieve. The success of the program
depends on a team of 5-10 Brand Partners
per airport location and full retailer
support. We have used our experience of
delivering some of the most profitable
brand ambassador programs and brand
activations seen in Americas travel retail
in pre-COVID years to create this new,
all-encompassing airport retail sales
employment service.”
The program is taking the strength
of the brand ambassador program that
we know and ramping it up by about 10
notches, she says.

La Prairie Wine Caviar promotion, supported by SPARK.

“The Brand Ambassador program
the way it was is no longer working; it is
broken,” she contends. “It was expensive
and did not deliver consistent results
for brands. It was time consuming,
had high attrition and a general lack of
understanding of ROI. Now we have a
much better program.
“We are preparing for a new
generation in retail. This COVID pause
forced a lot of rethinking and re-profiling
and re-engineering of everything we do.
We have to become incredibly efficient
and effective. The Brands Partner program
really checks off some 10 major gaps that
I have identified; plus it is very adaptable
to brand and retailer input. It will have
to be collaborative or it is not going to
work.”

Van Roon explains that SPARK’s
core expertise is recruiting and staffing
for sales and that the company has a
strong reputation for recruiting talent. The
new Brand Partner Program will make it
an even more powerful proposition for
candidates and for brands.
“I think that we have taken the
strength of our industry, and are holding it
up to the present reality, and asking how
do we now align a powerful sales and
promotional model?
SPARK has been operating for ten
years in Canada working primarily in
Vancouver International Airport, and
incorporated in the U.S. for a big pilot
program in Seattle-Tacoma in 2019. Van
Roon is one of the featured speakers at
the Summit of the Americas Conference,
and will participate on a panel on blending
humanization and digitalization in the
Knowledge Hub on Tuesday, April 6 at 12
noon EDT.
She will also be holding a session at
the Engagement Lounge on April 6 at 2
pm. where she will talk about Optimizing
Sales & Promotion. This session is free
to attend using this link: https://www.
bigmarker.com/SummitoftheAmericas/
SPARK

Inside a SPARK training session.
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Global Ports Holding provides critical partnership in
developing Nassau as a home port
The cruise industry made positive
waves in mid-March when luxury cruise
brand Crystal Cruises announced it was
launching a series of seven-night round-trip
“Bahamas Escapes” voyages from Nassau.
The line’s Crystal Serenity ship would
homeport in Nassau, and visit Bimini and
four other Bahama Islands, avoiding any
U.S. ports.
The response from the pubic was
immense and immediate. Within the first 24
hours of opening reservations “nearly 4,000
enthusiastic travelers reserved staterooms
or suites on at least one of the seven-night
voyages that cruise from Nassau or Bimini
roundtrip booking more than 25 percent
of the 16 voyages combined availability,”
reported Crystal.
Four days later, Royal Caribbean
announced the relaunch of its Caribbean
cruise service would commence in June,
also from a home port in Nassau. RCL’s
summer lineup features the Adventure
of the Seas with visits to Nassau, Grand
Bahama, Perfect Day at CocoCay (a Royal
Caribbean private island destination), and
Cozumel, Mexico.
The reason the cruise lines could
take such a bold step to restart cruising on
the doorstep of the world’s largest cruise
market is that the Nassau Cruise Port is
managed by the world’s largest cruise port
operator, Global Ports Holding Plc (GPH),
in a contract that it won in August 2019.
NCP began operations in October
2019 as part of a consortium comprising

Global Ports Holding Plc, the Bahamas
Investment Fund (“BIF”) and the Yes
Foundation.
The 25-year port operation and lease
agreement that GPH signed with the
Government of the Bahamas covers NCP’s
Prince George Wharf and related areas at
Nassau cruise port.
Under the terms of the agreement,
NCP is to invest up to $250 million in
expanding the capacity of the port, and
transform the cruise port experience
for both the passengers and the local
population, the company said at the
signing.
The project will also see the building
of a new terminal building; the creation
of an event and entertainment area;
investment into improving the current retail
facilities; and the design and construction
of new food and beverage facilities, GPH
announced.
Global Ports Holding Plc is eager
to take its role as a critical partner in the
restart of cruise tourism in the region.
“We are extremely excited to
participate in the relaunch of cruising in the
region,” exclaimed Mike Maura, Jr., Global
Ports Holding Regional Director, Americas,
and CEO of Nassau Cruise Port Ltd.
“While home port service may not
have been a part of the short-term strategy
for Nassau one year ago, we are more than
willing to speed up our plans and adapt to
ensure the survival of the industry.
“This opportunity could not have been
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achieved without a strong commitment
to the trilateral partnership between key
contributors to this process – Nassau Cruise
Port Ltd., the Government of The Bahamas,
and our cruise line partners,” he continued.
Maura explains how each entity works
together to ensure that everyone has what
they need to make this work.
“NCP collaborates with the
government to contribute to policy and
regulation development to ensure that
the best interests of our communities are
maintained; the government collaborates
with the cruise lines on health protocols,
contractual matters, and other details to
ensure a mutually beneficial partnership
exists on an ongoing basis; and NCP works
with the cruise lines to ensure that their
operational, passenger experience, and
other needs are met at the port. It takes a
lot of teamwork, coordination, listening,
and flexibility to achieve such effective
collaboration. We appreciate the constant
support of all our partners in making this
kind of progress possible.”
Challenges and rewards
Maura made it clear that the partners
understand the challenge of turning
Prince George Wharf into a home port,
but also the rewards: “At its peak, vessels
that homeport here will potentially bring
thousands of new passengers to Nassau
annually, which is not only significant
for us but for other local industry players
as well. This opening will generate an

INSIDER
extensive amount of economic activity
for hotels, tour operators, taxis, and other
tourism stakeholders as this area of our
business grows.”
In Nassau, home port operations will
begin amid ongoing construction as general
contractor, ENKA, completes the marine
works and launches plans to start the
upland development.
“NCP has been accredited with a Safe
Travels certification which was awarded
by the World Tourism and Travel Council
(WTTC) in August 2020. Additionally,
as part of Global Ports Holding network
of ports, NCP is applying the GPH health
and safety protocols for operations. We
are amending our operational plans in
response to this very exciting opportunity
so that passengers remain unaffected by
the evolution of our project. Every aspect
of their experience is being planned and
reviewed to ensure the success of this
venture,” explained Maura.
Colin Murphy, GPH Head of Business
Development, Americas, also discussed the
potential future of home port operations in
both Nassau and Antigua, which GPH has
also operated since 2019.
“The ability to give cruise lines the
option to homeport presents a massive

opportunity for Nassau and Antigua,
making partnerships with our ports even
more critical in influencing the regional
success of the industry. Fortunately, GPH
has an extensive experience in home port
operations in many of its Mediterranean
ports. We are sharing the knowledge that
these ports have with our Caribbean teams
to assist with developing port-specific
home port protocols.”
Murphy noted that GPH has also
received interest from several other cruise
lines about providing home port services in
Nassau and Antigua recently.
“Being able to offer this benefit to
them will bring an extensive boost to
the profiles of each of these countries as
major tourism players, which has always
been one of our overarching goals as a
partner and supporter of their local tourism

industries. As our discussions with the
cruise lines advance, we continue to pursue
opportunities to expand our reach in the
Americas to bring more business and
opportunities to other communities in the
region.”
Nassau is one of the most popular
cruise destinations in the world, attracting
3.7 million passengers per year.
According to the NCP website,
as Nassau’s cruise gateway the project
involves the redevelopment of the port
and local town of Nassau. NCP will work
to enhance the passenger experience and
provide additional business opportunities
for the local population. In addition
to building of a new terminal building
and entertainment area, the project will
integrate the port into Bay Street and
downtown Nassau, with the expectation
that it will act as a catalyst for the wider
development of the downtown area. The
construction phase was originally expected
to start in Q4 2019 to be completed within
24 months.
GPH operates 19 ports in 13 countries
and continues to grow steadily. Its
management contracts with Antigua Cruise
Port and Nassau Cruise Port in 2019 mark
the Group’s expansion into the Americas.

Bermuda opens its first cruise home port as part of its strategic tourism
recovery
Yet another island near the U.S. is
grabbing its place in the cruising roster
with Bermuda announcing that it would
host Royal Caribbean International’s Vision
of the Seas from June through August at its
first ever home port.
Sailing with vaccinated crew, the
cruises – at this time – will be available
to adult guests who are fully vaccinated
against COVID-19 and those under the
age of 18 with negative test results. This
current health and safety measure, like
others, may evolve as they are evaluated on
an ongoing basis.
Vacationers will start and end their
7-night cruise in Bermuda, where the
Vision of the Seas will be docked at the
Royal Naval Dockyard. The cruise will
also include a full day at Perfect Day at
CocoCay, Royal Caribbean’s private island
destination in The Bahamas.
“We are thankful to the government
and people of Bermuda for welcoming us
to their beautiful island nation with open
arms as Vision of the Seas’ new home port.
		

This is another step in our
safe and measured return to
sailing beginning in June,”
said Michael Bayley,
president and CEO, Royal
Caribbean International.
“Bermuda has safely
and responsibly managed
the reopening of its tourism
economy by air, and we
will meet the challenge
of doing the same for the
cruise industry. We look
forward to homeporting
Royal Caribbean’s Vision
of the Seas this June as part of the island’s
strategic tourism recovery planning which,
as always, is guided by science,” said
Premier the Hon. E. David Burt, JP, MP,
Bermuda.
In addition to the comprehensive,
multilayered health and safety measures
taken by Royal Caribbean, travelers will
need to meet the travel requirements of
Bermuda.
23

Royal Caribbean says that the sailings
from Bermuda continue the cruise line’s
measured and safe return to cruising,
following months of successful cruises in
Singapore with more than 50,000 guests to
date who have now sailed aboard Quantum
of the Seas, and the recent announcements
of plans for the highly anticipated Odyssey
of the Seas to cruise from Haifa, Israel and
cruises from The Bahamas with Adventure
of the Seas.
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Pressure mounts on CDC to lift U.S. cruise halt
Cruise Lines International Association
(CLIA), which represents 95% of global
ocean-going cruise capacity, has called
on the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) to lift the Framework for
Conditional Sailing Order (CSO) and allow
for the planning of a phased resumption of
cruise operations from U.S. ports by the
beginning of July. The CLIA call to action
was issued on March 24.
The early-July timeframe is in
line with President Biden’s forecast for
when the United States will be “closer to
normal,” says CLIA, and can take place
in the light of the accelerated rollout of
vaccines in the U.S.
“Over the past eight months, a highlycontrolled resumption of cruising has
continued in Europe, Asia, and the South
Pacific—with nearly 400,000 passengers
sailing to date in more than 10 major cruise
markets. These voyages were successfully
completed with industry-leading protocols
that have effectively mitigated the
spread of COVID-19. Additional sailings
are planned in the Mediterranean and
Caribbean later this spring and summer,”
said Kelly Craighead, CLIA’s President and
CEO.
CLIA notes that the very small
fraction of reported COVID cases (fewer
than 50 based on public reports) is
dramatically lower than the rate on land or
in any other transportation mode.
“The cruise industry has adopted a
high bar for resumption around the world
with a multi-layered set of policies that
is intended to be revised as conditions
change. Our Members continue to follow

this multi-layered approach to enhancing
health and safety that has proven effective,
making cruising one of the best and most
adaptable choices for travel,” she added.
Craighead also noted “the accelerated
rollout of vaccines is a game-changer in
providing for the health and well-being of
the public, especially in the United States,
where President Biden expects all adults
will be eligible for vaccinations by May 1,
2021.”
Adding pressure to the CLIA plea,
several major cruise lines have announced
plans to restart cruises from near-by ports
that will avoid sailing in U.S. waters.
Royal Caribbean will be sailing its Vision
of the Seas from a home port in Bermuda
beginning in June, and its Adventure of the
Seas from a home port in Nassau in The
Bahamas. RCL-owned Crystal Serenity
will also offer a series of Bahamas-only
cruises this summer from a base in Nassau.
The Celebrity Millennium will begin
cruising from a home port in St. Maarten.
Following the industry’s voluntary
suspension of operations one year ago,
cruise lines have been prevented from
operating in the U.S. by a series of “No
Sail Orders” issued by the CDC. The CSO
Framework was issued last October, but
since then the CDC has not released any
further guidance, as called for in the CSO,
to support the resumption of U.S. cruise
operations.
The lack of any action by the CDC
has effectively banned all sailings in the
largest cruise market in the world. Cruising
is the only sector of the U.S. economy
that remains prohibited, even as most

others have opened or continued to operate
throughout the pandemic.
“The outdated CSO, which was
issued almost five months ago, does not
reflect the industry’s proven advancements
and success operating in other parts of
the world, nor the advent of vaccines,
and unfairly treats cruises differently.
Cruise lines should be treated the same
as other travel, tourism, hospitality,
and entertainment sectors,” Craighead
emphasized.
While some cruise lines have
announced a few sailings catering to those
who have received vaccinations, CLIA
does not currently have a policy related to
vaccines. The organization and its members
are exploring a workable approach for
how to consider vaccinations, once widely
available, as part of robust protocols.
According to CLIA, restarting cruises
as part of the broader travel industry
will provide a much-needed boost to the
U.S. economy—with the cruise industry
supporting nearly 450,000 American
jobs and contributing over $55.5 billion
annually, prior to the pandemic.
Based on economic modeling by
research firm BREA, more than 300,000
jobs have been lost in the United States due
to the suspension of cruises. The majority
of those impacted are independent business
owners or individuals employed by smallto medium-sized businesses—including
travel agents, taxi drivers, port employees,
baggage handlers, and longshoremen,
as well as airline, hotel, and restaurant
workers.

Cuban tourism hard hit by pandemic:
plummets 95% in early 2021 compared to same period of 2020
Tourist arrivals to Cuba decreased
by 95.5% during January and February
compared to the same period last year,
reports Travel Trade Caribbean, quoting
Professor José Luis Perelló Cabrera of
the Tourism Faculty at the University of
Havana.
During the first two months of 2021,
some 35,600 international travelers arrived
on the island, representing only 4.5% of the
792,507 foreign visitor arrivals at the end

of February 2020, said Perelló.
Cuba’s Ministry of Tourism reported
in early 2021 that just over one million
international travelers arrived in Cuba last
year, well below the 4.5 million expected
before the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak.
Cuba surpassed the one million tourist
figure in 1996. It reached a record 4.7
million visitors at the close of 2017, even
with the strengthened U.S. blockade during
the Trump Administration’s first year.
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Before detecting the first cases of
COVID-19 in the country, the tourism
industry accounted for more than 10% of
the Cuban gross domestic product.
The revival of tourism in Cuba will
depend on the control of the pandemic at
the domestic level and the success of the
vaccination programs in Canada, Spain,
Germany, England, and France, the main
markets that send tourists to the country,
Perelló commented.
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Rouge Duty Free enters St. Croix with luxury store and confirms
optimism for future rebound
International retail chain Rouge
inaugurated its first post COVID Rouge
Duty Free store in St. Croix on Friday,
March 26, 2021. With 1,400 square feet of
retail space, the store is located in Orange
Grove Plaza in Christiansted, and reflects
the company’s confidence in a strong future
in the region.
Rouge Duty Free St. Croix is the
luxury shopping destination for St. Croix.
The store has the largest fragrance and skin
care assortment on the island, along with a
luxurious Mont Blanc corner boutique, and
a Furla handbags leather corner as well.
It also houses the spa cabin for exclusive
skincare brands Valmont and Cellcosmet.
The gala opening was a red carpet

reception attended by VIPs, socialites,
influencers, and bloggers from the Island,
who received hand delivered invitations,
reports Raymond Kattoura, whose
company Duty Free & Travel Retail Group
Inc. helps manage the business for Rouge
Duty Free Retail Caribe, which owns the
new store.
Guests enjoyed a ‘full moon Cruzan
evening,’ with local music, open bar, and
local bites. The reception was held indoors
and out, following the COVID-19 protocols
in place.
“This is our second Rouge store in
the USVI, and our 53rd store in the overall
company (Buenos Aires-based Perfumerias
Rouge),” says Kattoura. “The new store has

Raymond Kattoura welcoming guests to the official opening of the first Rouge Duty Free
store in St. Croix, USVI.
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been well received by the local population,
who have embraced it from day one. We
have been extremely successful with the
local markets in the Caribbean, where
we have mixed luxury with lifestyle and
practicality. This is what makes our stores
stand out.”
Kattoura tells TMI that when
searching for store locations, the company
looks for areas within easy reach of the
business neighborhood, with convenient
parking and accessibility.
“Rouge will be opening additional
doors in St. Croix in both the East and West
end to be able to serve the entire sland,” he
says.
Speaking about the potential that
Rouge sees for the island, Kattoura says:
“St. Croix was the top luxury destination
in the Caribbean, with stores featuring
French and Italian fashion complete with
cat walks. Brands such as Mont Blanc,
Caron, and other top names lined the streets
in town. Unfortunately, the island passed
through a hard period due to hurricanes and
other matters, and most of this was lost.
The neighboring islands took advantage
of the void and grabbed the tourism and
investors.
“But the tide is changing again, and
we will see new Islands emerging as
important destinations. St Croix’s economy
is on a fast rebound. And with the reopening of the refinery, a surge in tourism
and corporate investors, the island is
heading for success one more time. Several
celebrities call St Croix their home away
from home, including President Biden.”
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The Neutral by Luryx flagship store in Rivera, Uruguay

One on One with Marcelo Montico, CEO, Neutral by Luryx

Neutral under new ownership looks ahead with confidence
One of the most important news
stories in Latin America in 2019 was
when Panamanian company Top Brands
International acquired Neutral Duty Free,
the largest duty free chain in Uruguay, that
July.
The acquisition made Top Brands
one of the largest duty free players in the
region, with 80 stores throughout Latin
America and the Caribbean.
“This is a very strategic move for
us,” Top Brands International President
Danny Yohoros told TMI at the time of the
acquisition. “We see tremendous potential
ahead for the Neutral stores on the border.
The economy in Brazil is getting better and
with the synergies that will accrue with our
existing companies, we will bring greater
strength and value to the business.”
Top Brands had already been
operating duty free shops on the border
between Uruguay and Brazil, and had the
experience needed to make the business
go forward. The border business had been
challenged in recent years by the weakness
of the Brazilian economy and its currency,
but Yohoros brought in experienced and
respected executive Marcelo Montico
as CEO to run the merged Neutral by
Luryx stores. Then came the COVID-19
pandemic and subsequent border closings.

Montico joined Neutral as CEO
in January 2020, as the company was
completing the final stages of the
restructuring process after its acquisition by
Top Brands. Montico’s brief was to review
the whole Neutral operation, located in
the six Uruguayan cities where duty free
sales are permitted, and merge it with Top
Brands’ existing Luryx stores.
The year started well, with good sales
at Neutral in January and February. The
economic situation in Brazil was improving
and in spite of new duty free stores on
the Brazilian side of the border, industry
players were feeling more optimistic than
in previous years.
Montico recalls the buoyant
expectations: “Sales in all categories
were doing well and we exceeded our
objectives in the first two months of 2020.
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The Neutral by Luryx stores were merging
nicely with the two original Luryx stores,
the new structure was falling into place and
the outlook was positive,” he said.
The first case of COVID-19 in
Latin America was discovered in Brazil
at the end of February and the Uruguay
government closed most of the country’s
borders in mid-March. Montico notes
that the land borders were partially open
but that vehicle traffic and tourism fell
drastically.
“Our stores closed at the time but
reopened in June and people from our
sister towns on the Brazilian side of the
border were able to shop with us. But as
the situation in Brazil got worse, traffic
numbers fell further. We kept 7 of our 9
stores open, although we adjusted opening
times and staff levels according to traffic
flows,” he explains.
The drastic fall in traffic at the border
prompted the Neutral management to
undertake a major review of the business in
order to reduce costs as much as possible.
The duty free business throughout the
region was suffering immensely as a result
of the pandemic.
“We estimate that the total travel
retail business in Uruguay fell by about
70% last year,” comments Montico.

INSIDER
“According to our internal measurements
our own business fell by 45%. Although
these figures are not very attractive, we
have taken defensive action, reducing our
operating costs in line with current income
levels. As a result, we are convinced that
when the market eventually reopens fully
and traffic levels approach normal, we are
in a great position to offer consumers what
they want and take advantage of growth
opportunities as they appear.”
The Neutral stores have always
endeavoured to give consumers the best
shopping experience, and in the postCOVID era that includes safe shopping
with all the sanitary protocols in place, as
well as new contactless options.
“While the pandemic lasts, our
absolute priority will be to preserve the
health of our customers and employees,
ensuring the sanitation conditions of our
stores and therefore deliver a superior
shopping experience,” stresses Montico.
“We have combined technology with
the [safety] protocols so shoppers can go
onto our website and make reservations
to pick up merchandise totally touch free.
When they come to the store all they
have to do is sign the credit card voucher
--with minimal contact with our sales
staff. This contactless pickup concept is
working really well. Clients indicate the
day they will pass by the store to pick up
the merchandise, and our customer service
team wait for them in the parking lot with
their purchase. The client receives the
purchase in his car, signs the credit card
voucher and everyone is happy.”
The leisurely border shopping of the
past has substantially changed since the
pandemic. Customers now come in, buy
what they want, and leave. With reduced
dwell time, Montico says it is more critical
than ever to increase the value of each
ticket.
“Dwell time has been reduced from
just under 40 minutes to 16 minutes so
clearly you have to make sure that you
can get messages to customers before they
come into the store.”
One of the most important messages
is about value. Exchange rates are always
critical for border duty free stores and the
volatility of the Brazilian Real over the last
few months further complicates purchasing
decisions.
“We track the prices on the Brazilian
local market and we make clear to potential
customers where we offer added value.
Right now, consumers see better value in
whisky, beer and other drinks since the
		

Neutral by Luryx, Rivera, Uruguay

prices of some brands of perfumes and
cosmetics seem to be artificially low in the
Brazilian domestic market,” says Montico.
With people more and more preplanning their purchases, Neutral is
focusing its social media communication
on value and promotions that offer better
prices when more units are purchased.
“In store, we look to promote
across categories to get the ticket value
a little higher. We also attempt to entice
the customer into making an unplanned
purchase with additional promotions
instore.”
Between the restructuring, the
operational efficiencies, and the new
technologies Montico is confident that
when travelers return to the border stores
in greater numbers, the Neutral by Luryx
stores will be in an excellent position to
capitalize on an increase in sales.
Montico contends that the group
will also benefit from incorporating new
brands and from innovating what they
sell and how they sell it. And he has great
confidence in his team: “Neutral’s greatest
competitive advantage is its human team;
each one of the members understands that
29

the only way out of this crisis is to do our
best to continue offering the best shopping
experience in the channel,” he promises.
“The whole industry has been affected
but we have all shown in the past that we
can survive difficult situations.
“We are very optimistic about the
future of our operation, first and foremost
because of our own strengths as a group.
We have a great team of people which is
crucial in this business.
“We are also very optimistic about
the near future because human nature
determines that after a long period of
restrictions in mobility and consumption,
as soon as the consumer can regain his
ability to act freely, he will increase his
consumption as a reward mechanism or
gratification.
“In 2019, Neutral overcame some
major financial challenges and now under
the Top Brands umbrella we are in a very
strong position. We recovered solidity
necessary to grow in adversity, empowered
by a human group that makes a difference
every day when we can serve our clients.”
John Gallagher
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One Year of Crisis: Central America’s economic recovery proceeding at
different rates
Twelve months after Central America
began a health and economic crisis
triggered by the COVID-19 outbreak,
Guatemala was the fastest recovering
economy and Panamanian economic
activity is the slowest to return to prepandemic levels, according to a report in
Central America Data in early March.
Following the lockdown that affected
the Americas and the world in the first
half of 2020, Central America began deescalating its domestic quarantines in the
second half of the year, as it attempted
to reopen its economies. Although few
restrictions still apply in the six countries
of the region, economic recovery has
proceeded at different speeds, reports
CentralAmericaData.com.

Guatemala recovered “the dynamism”
of its economic activity most quickly.
The latest report from the central bank
indicates that after bottoming out in May
last year, when production decreased 11%
year-on-year, during December 2020 and
January 2021, increases of 5% and 3%,
respectively, were recorded.
Nicaragua, which did not restrict
production, nevertheless saw a 3% decrease
during 2020. This decline is because the
country’s main trading partners faced
severe economic crises, a situation that
impacted local production levels.
Between December 2019 and
December 2020, Costa Rican economic
activity contracted 5%, with the
commercial and tourism sectors being

among the most damaged.
El Salvador and Honduras have been
among the countries that are taking the
longest to experience economic recovery:
2020 production levels decreased 6% and
9%, respectively.
Panama is the economy that shows the
most damage, says the report. In May 2020
the drop in economic activity exceeded
31%, and although this improved in the
following months, as of November of last
year the year-on-year variation was -14%.
For a full report on the current status
of business in Central America, look
up the “System for monitoring markets
and the economic situation in Central
American countries”, prepared by Central
AmericaData.com.

New Integration Bridge to link Brazil and Paraguay at Triple Frontier,
alleviating truck traffic in Ciudad del Este
A new bridge linking Brazil and
Paraguay promises to change traffic flows
in the Triple Frontier area where Argentina,
Paraguay and Brazil share a common
border.
The “Integration Bridge financed by
The Itaipú Binacional hydro electricity
company will provide a direct link from

Foz de Iguazu in Brazil to the Paraguayan
city of President Franco. The idea is that all
lorries and containers use the new bridge,
leaving the original “Friendship Bridge”
that links Foz De Iguacu and Ciudad
del Este for light vehicular traffic and
pedestrians.
Proponents say that the new bridge

will result in improved traffic flows, and
with no heavy traffic going through Ciudad
del Este, will likely increase tourism and
improve the shopping experience for
visitors.
More than 50% of the construction has
been completed to date, and the bridge is
expected to be operational by mid-2022.
JG

Rendering of new
Integration Bridge.

Eastern Airlines adds
airlift to Latin America
Eastern Airlines will begin twiceweekly Montevideo-Miami service on June
3, with direct service to Uruguay’s capital.

All flights will utilize Boeing B767-300
aircraft that seat 226 passengers.
The Montevideo service
announcement follows Eastern’s launch
of weekly Asuncion-Miami service on
January 5. Eastern also currently operates
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twice-weekly service to Guayaquil,
Ecuador and weekly service to Managua,
Nicaragua.
The airline resumed flights at MIA
three months after suspending operations
last March due to the pandemic.

INSIDER

Grey outlook for Latin America
The outlook for the Latin American
travel retail industry remains unclear.
As we go to press, Brazil continues with
record numbers of deaths and infections
from the coronavirus; Argentina, Peru and
Paraguay are also recording high numbers
of infections.
But critically, the lack of vaccinations
in most countries in the region prevents
governments from opening frontiers to
tourists and business travelers. Only Chile
and Uruguay seem to have key sectors
vaccinated, although the number of
infections remain high in both countries.
Travel possibilities have been very
much stop-go and it seems likely to stay
that way as governments try to curtail the

spread of mutations and new varieties of
COVID.
According to ANAC, the Brazilian
Civil Aviation Authority, domestic air
travel in Brazil fell last year by 52.5% and
is down by 38.4% through to the end of
February this year. International travel fell
by 72% in 2020 and was down 86.5% for
the first two months of 2021. The figures
are equally depressing in other countries
with many aviation authorities delaying
publication of new results.
Passenger traffic was also dramatically
down in 2020 compared to 2019 in Buenos
Aires (-76%), Lima (-70.3%) and Santiago
de Chile (-72.8%).
Restrictions on movement of vehicular

traffic also means that border stores solely
depend on local residents from sister towns
for sales.
Ferries are not much better off with
Buquebus only having six weekly sailings
on the Buenos Aires - Montevideo route
compared to the normal 26. The Colonia
route served by Buquebus (between 28
and 40 sailings) and Colonia Express
(28 sailings) has not operated since the
pandemic began.
There are rumors of further
restrictions in the short term with only
the most optimistic observers expecting
openings and improvement in Q3 and Q4
this year.
JG

Rising virus numbers pause South American recovery – for now
As TMI goes to press at the end of
March, the rising number of cases of
COVID-19 and its variants are causing new
restrictions in South America.
Brazil reported more than 100,000
Sars-CoV-2 infections in a 24-hour period
on March 25. The virus has already killed
over 310,000 people nationwide in Brazil,
second only to the United States in the
number of Covid-19 deaths and infections,
in a situation than continues to worsen.
Argentina
As of March 27, in a move to curb
the spread of infection, Argentina halted
all flights to and from Brazil, Chile and
Mexico. Flights to other countries are to

be reprogrammed to ensure that all health
protocols are adhered to.
Under the new measure, Mercopress
reports that Argentines returning from
abroad will have to pay for the PCR tests
and quarantine will have to be observed
at a venue to be chosen by the authorities.
Non-resident foreign nationals will under
no circumstance be allowed into the
country for leisure purposes.
Flights were already banned to and
from Great Britain and Northern Ireland
out of fear of a second coronavirus wave.
Chile
The government of Chile imposed
mandatory lockdowns on some 16 million

people on March 27 and 28, equaling about
86% of the country’s population, after a
rising number of the British and Brazilian
variants of the virus were detected.
Uruguay
On March 24, the government of
Uruguay ordered all schools and public
offices to remain closed at least until the
end of Easter Week, due to its biggest wave
of COVID-19 infections, including heavy
spread of the variant of the virus out of
Manaus, Brazil. In addition, all duty free
shops on the country’s border with Brazil
are to remain closed until April 12. The
government did not order a lockdown or
mandatory quarantine, however.

Brazil: Privatization in times of pandemic
The Brazilian government has insisted
that the COVID-19 pandemic would not
halt their airport privatizations plans,
arguing that the airports to be privatized
depended mainly on domestic aviation
as opposed to international and that the
concession period of 30 years was more
than enough for the winners to regain their
investment.
The sixth round, however, was
postponed late last year and is now due
to take place on April 7. Civil aviation
authorities told the Brazilian press that
more than 15 groups have shown an

		

interest in bidding for the 22 airports up for
auction. The airports are divided into three
groups in the north, center-west and south
of the country with Curitiba (6.5m pax),
Foz de Iguacu (2.3m pax), Goiânia (3.3m
pax) and Manaus (3.1m pax) being the top
attractions for interested parties.
Only last month, the Brazilian Civil
Aviation authorities announced preliminary
studies for the seventh and last round of
privatisation. Both Congonhas (22.1m pax)
in Sao Paulo and Santos Dumont (9.1m
pax) in Rio de Janeiro are up for grabs and
although both depend totally on domestic
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aviation, both are key for the Brazilian
aviation business. The two airports, seen by
many observers as Infraero’s last remaining
crown jewels, will be tendered along with
15 other airports and the objective is to
complete the process prior to the 2022
Presidential elections. Then the government
must decide the future role of Infraero,
which may be liquidated following the final
privatisation tender.			
JG
			
Passenger numbers 2019 – last full year
pre-COVID– source Infraero
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Essence Corp celebrates the Year of the Ox with Penha Duty Free
& Shiseido Skincare in Curaçao
In one of the most memorable and
colorful events of the past months, Penha
Duty Free teamed up with Essence Corp,
the Shiseido distributor for the Caribbean,
to celebrate the Chinese New Year of the
Ox with blessings from Shiseido Skincare
on Feb. 11-14.
Penha, the largest duty free retailer
in the Caribbean with store locations in
Aruba, Cayman, Curaçao, Bonaire and St.
Maarten, kicked off the Chinese New Year

Celebrations at Penha Punda, Curaçao,
with a promotion for a “more beautiful and
confident self” with the iconic Shiseido
Ultimune Power Infusing Concentrate, said
the distributor.
The New Year commencement
ceremony brought by Shiseido launched
with a night of pampering locals at the
Downtown Penha store during the Punda
Vibe Street event.
Punda Vibes is a street gathering that

meets every Thursday night and celebrates
the history and heritage of Willemstad with
the help of Curaçao’s culture cultivators
and locals.
The event gives new light to the
streets and alleys, promoting a homegrown
love and appreciation of the locale’s
diversity.
During this evening, guests had
the opportunity to participate in a
complimentary beauty consultation with

Top: Chinese dancers perform the Dragon Dance during the Punda Vibe Night event in front of the Penha Punda store.
Bottom: Chinese Calligrapher personalizes a customer’s shopping bag at the Shiseido Counter in the Saliña store.
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a Shiseido Beauty Consultant, a raffle,
spin the wheel and other fun opportunities
to win prizes with their purchase of any
Shiseido product. A Chinese calligraphy
artist offered personalization of purchases
with beautiful blessings of Good Fortune
for the New Year in Chinese. The night
ended with a performance of a traditional
Chinese Lion Dance to kick off the New
Year of the Ox.
On the third day of the New Year
celebration, the calligraphy artist moved to
Penha’s Saliña location.
The event was pre-promoted through
an attractive e-mailer and “teasing”
campaign on social media. With good
brand awareness for Shiseido in this
region, Essence Corp reports that the event
generated a very good response from this
market, even taking into account limited
customer interaction and store entry due to
COVID-19.

Top: Chinese dancers performing the dragon
dance come to bless the Shiseido Counter for the
Chinese New Year of the Ox.
Right: Beauty Consultant Denitza Leito explains
to customers the properties of star Shiseido
product Ultimune.

SHISEIDO’s Ultimune Skincare Collection
SHISEIDO’s bestselling Ultimune collection embodies Shiseido skincare. Ultimune
strengthens the skin’s natural powers of defense, enhancing the benefits of skincare
routines that follow. Using exclusively developed ingredients, Ultimune defends the skin
against oxidation and harmful substances with the immunity of plants: Gingko Biloba,
Perilla (Eastern herb), Wild Thyme (Western herb) – known as an antioxidant, as well
as other various effects, enhanced with a rose & lotus fragrance that imparts a feeling of
relaxation. It helps skin look healthy, smooth and supple, with less fine lines.
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Bodart joins Euroluxe distribution company to offer brand-building
options in LATAM
Well-known beauty and travel retail
executive Guy Bodart has joined growing
regional distribution company Euroluxe
as CEO. Bodart’s career includes a long
tenure at Chanel in top roles in Panama,
Mexico and Brazil, as well as recent stints
in senior positions at Duty Free Dynamics
and Top Brands International.
“Euroluxe, as our label states, is
all about brand building, both for local
markets and travel retail,” says Bodart, who
came on board early in 2021.
Founded in Miami in 2015, Euroluxe
began operations in Mexico’s local market
distributing fragrance, cosmetics & jewelry
in 2016, and a year later acquired the
global license for Carrera Jeans Perfumes,
Italy’s best-selling jeans, with offices based
in Milan. That same year, the company
launched Carrera Jeans Perfumes in key
markets across the globe.
It now has offices in Mexico, Uruguay,
Chile and Panama (as well as in West
Africa) and is present in seven countries
with entry points in more than 400 stores in
Latin America, Europe, Middle East, West
Africa and Asia.
Euroluxe has a strong presence in the
Mexico local market for Carrera Perfume,
whose high quality, fun fragrances are
made in Milan. It is also distributing
skincare line Perrricone MD, for which it
has opened five points of sale in high end
department store Palacio de Hierro.

Guy Bodart,
Euroluxe CEO

“We are also in discussions with other
brands for local market operation but we
would look at the travel retail channel if we
think the brand has potential there,” Bodart
assures TMI.
Euroluxe is currently distributing the
Carrera fragrance brands on the border
with all the major operators in Uruguay,
and is in talks to assess the potential of
Perricone there. The company will soon be
announcing another well-known brand, for
which it is negotiating regional agreements,
says Bodart.
“We offer brands a complete service.
Most of the brands that approach us are
interested in distribution for the local market
of Mexico. If they are new to the region or feel
that they want to expand to other markets, we
would start discussing travel retail.
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“Euroluxe can offer ‘One Stop’
servicing for the travel retail and domestic
market. We have superior supply chain
management to ensure on time and accurate
delivery, for optimum rotation of the
products. And our proprietary perfume
brand provides our team with valuable
knowledge on how to manage all aspects of
a brand,” he explains.
The company has a very experienced
management with vast experience in
the market. In addition to Bodart, Latin
America entrepreneur Simon Coutier is
a founding partner of Euroluxe, heading
up the Mexican operation. He works with
Raul Romo, a 30-year veteran of L’Oreal in
Mexico local markets. Nicolas Stein is in
charge of Euroluxe Mercosur.
Although travel retail is within the
company brief, Bodart sees local markets
in the region recovering before the travel
retail channel.
“Some of the brands that we attract
are more niche brands, specific brands
that have demand in the local market, as
opposed to travel retail, which carries more
brands with a global appeal,” he tells TMI.
“Although companies like Dufry in
Brazil and Mexico had tried – successfully
I think – to offer local products, there are
certain limitations to travel retail right now
– especially post-COVID when retailers
will be trying to regain momentum by
focusing on best-sellers. I am sure that they
are looking to reduce inventories they need
to sell through.”
“Our focus right now is on local
markets, because that is where there is
strong need for the brands that we have, but
we also know that these brands eventually
will want to be in travel retail.”
His message to the industry: “If there
are brands out there looking for a partner
in the region who has experience and
presence, we have offices in Montevideo,
Panama, Mexico and Chile, we have a
small operation in Buenos Aires also, with
headquarters in Miami, plus a subsidiary
and production facility in Milan for the
perfumes. Client brands would also be
included in the company’s e-commerce
platform.”
For information, contact gbodart@
euroluxe.net
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Rituals Cosmetics unveils a joyful new Mehr collection
Rituals Cosmetics has unveiled its
joyful new Ritual of Mehr collection,
which contains products infused with the
mood enhancing fragrance of sweet orange
and cedar wood.
The Ritual of Mehr celebrates the sun
and marks an exciting new chapter for the
popular Happy Buddha collection. The line
consists of new Home, Bath, and Body
products including the 2-Phase Bath Oil,
Mousse to Oil, and Incense Cones. Product
highlights include: Foaming Shower
Gel, Body Scrub, Mousse to Oil, Body
Cream, Hair & Body Mist, Shampoo and
Conditioner.
The Ritual of Mehr replaces The

Ritual of Happy Buddha and features a
brand-new look. The collection is available

from March in Rituals’ travel retail
standalone stores and shop-in-shops.

Victorinox launches Forget Me Not fragrance
Lifestyle brand Victorinox has added a
new feminine fragrance, Forget Me Not, to
its Signature Collection. Victorinox’s entire
fragrance range was relaunched at the end
of 2020 in a move to reinvent the brand’s
story, while improving sustainability and
product presentation.
Forget Me Not -- a fusion of bergamot,
forget me not accord and cedarwood -- is a
fresh floral fragrance inspired by the beauty
of Swiss nature and the forget-me-not
flower.
The clean, pure bottle design features
a clear round shaped glass flacon that
lets the lilac-colored juice show through.
As with all fragrances in the Victorinox
Signature Collection, the bottom of
the flacon is colored in Victorinox red

representing the exclusive DNA of the
brand.
Victorinox Forget Me Not is of
natural origin, vegan and available as an

Eau de Toilette of 100ml. All Victorinox
fragrances are Swiss made, from product
development to production, using highquality ingredients.

Gucci Beauty debuts lip pencils and eye liners
Gucci Beauty introduces the first set of
lip pencils and eye liners. Complementing
the House’s makeup collection, the new
Crayon Contour des Lèvres and Stylo
Contour des Yeux debut in six shades
respectively.
Developed under the creative direction
of Alessandro Michele, the lip pencils and
eye liners give the users an opportunity to
experiment, get creative, and express their
themselves, says the company
Gucci Beauty also announces
the extension of Poudre De Beauté
Mat Naturel’s shade range. Following
the successful launch of the smoothing
mattifying pressed face powder in April
		

2020, five new color options have been
introduced to the lineup, seen below.
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All three collections will be in travel
retail Americas as of June 1.
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Understanding Wellness Travel and how it can drive sales and
build new client loyalty in a post-vaccine world
Edyta Satchell, Founder & CEO of Satchelle Global Travel Wellness, brings her expertise in wellness to creating training programs
for store managers and associates, individual travelers and corporations who want to implement travel wellness programs for their
employees. Her specialized, one-of-a kind programs concentrate on considering what the travelers of today (and tomorrow) will need and
what travel stores will need to do to meet this need. Here she shares some game-changing tactics that can help improve sales in a postCOVID world.

Everything has changed for travel
retail operators and suppliers over the past
12 months.
A year ago traveling customers
recognized your brand and rushed to make
their last-minute purchases before catching
that flight or that cruise. Now, the product
is only one piece of a complicated set of
behaviors that travelers will come to expect
in their travel experience, with client
service taking a much more important role
in the shopping decision.
Client service now includes
understanding the concept of “wellness
during travel,” and adapting sales
techniques to cater to this need will be a
critical sales skill that could help a store
double and even triple sales.
Travelers are looking for guidance,
reassurance, and expertise at every turn.
That previously trusted moisturizer or
hand sanitizer is now intensely questioned,
for example: the consumer wants to know
what’s in it, how it’s manufactured, by
whom, and whether or not it’s safe to use
in a post-vaccine world. And in addition to
having these answers (or guiding the client
to one who does), the retailer will need to
show confidence, patience, empathy and
trust.
This new approach to client service
can make the difference between closing
the sale and watching a potential customer
walk out the door. It’s about being ready
for change, embracing it, and growing your
skill sets.
Here are five steps a retailer can take
to start the transformation.

Even before the pandemic hit,
frequent travelers tended to work long
hours under a lot of pressure, compounded
by lack of sleep due to jet lag, irregular
hours, stress and anxiety. Most frequent
travelers don’t have any wellness routines
and tend to overeat, gain weight, and are
always in a rush.
In today’s “new normal” the level of
stress, anxiety and uncertainty is twice as
high. Multiply this with social distancing,
wearing masks and quarantining. Unlike in
the past, the frequent travelers are probably
traveling alone, to the worry of friends and
families, under heavy medical scrutiny,
with the stakes not only surrounding their
job performance, but their health and
wellness too.

Step 1: Understanding the “post –
vaccine” traveler psychology
To sell more, you need to understand
your clients. How much do you know about
the new normal traveler? Their pain points,
and travel experiences, matter - and should
resonate in your messaging.

Step 2: Understanding the need for
wellness during travel
Under the current COVID
environment, traveling with a focus on
health and well-being has become a top-ofmind trend. Travel wellness is no longer a
trip to a health spa, meditation or retreat.

Edyta Satchell, Founder & CEO of
Satchelle Global Travel Wellness
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Travel wellness in a COVID-19 world is
about minimizing anxiety before, during,
and after the trip. It’s about preparation and
protection through healthy habits, self-care,
beauty (yes!), confidence, balance and
more. Retailers need to have a strategy in
place to articulate these trends effectively if
they want to sell more to their clients. It’s
no longer a luxury, it’s a necessity.
Keep this focus in mind with your
marketing as well. Understanding how
people react to messaging, visuals, and
placement is key to any meaningful
marketing message - and knowing how
and when to use it has been key to any
successful sales plan. The basics have
always been there, you’re just adding a new
layer to it.
Step 3: Understand the Before, the
During, and the After to triple your sales
The key to selling through every stage
of travel is thinking beyond the impulse
purchase. Beginning with merchandising,
messaging, display, and follow-up
marketing, everything should focus on the
Before, the During, and the After.
That means that you should be selling
items that would be important Before in
preparation for a trip, like (plastic bags
for food), for During the trip (a couple of
different types of face creams and lotions
based on climate people travel to) and the
After (supplements and minerals to get the
healthy balance back).
Make it easy for clients to walk into
your store and grab and go. Your expertise
can be pre-prepared and easy to buy.
There’s a reason why subscription boxes
have become so incredibly popular - it
makes shopping easy and it allows for
a professional’s expertise to influence a
purchase, resulting in higher satisfaction.
In 2019 alone McKinsey estimated that
subscription box sales reached as high as
15 billion dollars.

INSIDER

If you do this right, it is a win-win for
everybody. Your clients gain confidence,
are armed with the right products to travel
like a pro and come back to your store. At
the same time, you gain their loyalty and
advocacy for life, while tripling your sales
every day with each traveler.
Step 4: Finding the right products and
partners
After learning the psychology of
your clients, their needs, and the current
trends, look for the right new products and
partners. I’m not talking about face masks
or hand sanitizers. Think outside the box.
How can you get your clients travel ready?
What products will they need on the plane?
What products do they need in destination
because the trip destination is in a different
time zone, climate, and language. How will
the destination impact their youthfulness,
wellness, productivity and health? Did you
know that our beauty and youthfulness

needs are driven by the destination we
travel to and climates we live in? What
products do you sell to support them as
they travel to their destination? What can
they buy in your store to bring home?
During my COVID travel I found
myself in a situation where I needed a
body thermometer to measure my own
temperature. The people in the store
thought I had COVID and I became
stressed and nervous. Avoid this. Think
about the frequent travelers’ lives, make a
list of all the items they need and ensure
you have them in stock.
Step 5: Train your staff
You may have all the knowledge and
all the products in your store, but if your
staff is not trained you will not succeed.
This is the most important step in your new
sales strategy.
Your job is not only to ensure that
your employees receive salary and benefits,

but also to provide the right training and
help them gain the expertise they need to
sell more. Your team will sell by educating
your clients. You need to give them a list
of questions they should ask to sell more
without sounding salesy. They will not
only need to understand the new health
and safety rules, but also a refresher on
geography, climates, and time zones.
Product recommendations need to be based
on reasons for travel as well as how people
are traveling i.e. solo, group, family. Help
your team to become experts in selling by
providing the training they need and keep
in mind that half-way solutions provide
half-way results.
Follow these steps to get started on
your path to improve sales in the new
normal and keep in mind, you are no longer
just selling products. You are selling your
ability to provide the right advice, manage
travelers’ uncertainty, and make their travel
experience as relaxing and safe as possible.
Edyta Satchell, a Certified Integrative
Nutrition Health Coach, is a renown
corporate executive, speaker, and wellness
practitioner.
She is a former duty free executive
from her native Poland where she
worked at Baltona Duty-Free Foreign
Trade Company. She helps thousands of
corporations to rejuvenate their revenue
and profit in the new normal, by creating
highly customized, modern, comprehensive
programs to companies and their
employees that help them gain confidence,
productivity, client loyalty, and boost their
profit.
Edyta is the Founder of Satchelle
Global Travel Wellness. She has more than
20 years of global leadership experience
working with dozens of A-listers including
CEOs of key Fortune 500 companies and
has been featured in many media.
Contact details:
esatchell@satchelleglobal.com
satchelleglobal.com
edytasatchell.com
@edytasatchell

Edyta Satchell showing the stress and anxiety of travel during the current pandemic.
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Relationships times three lead WEBB Banks to powerful new brands
and growing business
With tourism essentially shut down,
WEBB Banks’ focus on the Caribbean
local markets during the coronavirus
pandemic has helped propel the leading
wine and spirits distribution company to a
stronger position than it was in a year ago,
says WEBB Banks CEO Andy Consuegra.
TMI met recently with Consuegra;
Phillip Jarrell, Vice President, Marketing &
Supplier Relationships; and Jose Castellvi
at the new WEBB Banks office in Coconut
Grove, Miami.
Castellvi, who joined WEBB Banks
earlier this year in the newly created role of
Vice President, Travel Retail and Spirits, is
responsible for the day-to-day management
of the company’s growing spirits portfolio, as well as cultivating and maintaining
relationships with duty free partners.
“We took on new brands and we
added more people. Contrary to the industry trend, we’ve shown positive growth in a
very difficult market,” says Castellvi.
“Our focus still is the Caribbean, and
we want to grow Central America, where
we had substantial growth last year. We
also feel that we are well positioned to
continue growing with the cruise line busi-

ness when it comes back. While U.S. travel
retail is not our main focus, we still have
brands that are well positioned.”
In fact, travel retail accounted for
around 12% of WEBB Banks’ total sales in
2020. Since the company is diversified into
other markets like the Caribbean, its business was not impacted as much as others by
travel bans, says Consuegra.
“Within our Caribbean business, some
islands got hurt, but we also had a lot of
positive local market business. We were up
30% in Puerto Rico, flat in the Dominican
Republic, and slightly up in Panama. We
also did okay in the Virgin Islands,” says
Consuegra.
Having team members present in the
local markets is a core aspect of WEBB
Banks, and one that gave it a distinct advantage during 2020.
“The strategy of the company moving
forward is to continue to base people not
in Miami, but in market. That’s one of the
silver linings, that we had people in market.
Nobody could travel and we had people
there. This is an advantage WEBB has over
some of our competitors,” says Consuegra.
“Markets that are not so dependent

on tourism are where we prospered last
year. Reaffirming that base solidified our
business there last year. And we are ready
for when the tourists do come back,” adds
Jarrell.
High performing wine brands
In a major development, WEBB
Banks had taken on the Constellation
Brands portfolio last March, just as
COVID-19 shut down the world. Constella
tion and its powerful portfolio of wines and
spirits had an enormous impact on WEBB
Banks’ business over the past year, says
Consuegra.
“We started March 1, 2020 with Constellation. It was a difficult March but the
portfolio gave us the scale to weather the
storms. And that enabled us to hire people

Phillip Jarrell, Jose Castellvi, and
Andy Consuegra at WEBB Banks’
new office in Miami.
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to move forward rather than backwards.
The Constellation portfolio gave us that
additional critical mass. It made all the difference,” says Consuegra.
“We have Constellation’s entire wines
and spirits portfolio for the Caribbean, and
are focused on Constellation’s strategy
of premiumized brands. We are coming
in with Robert Mondavi Woodbridge and
moving up from there. Their spirits portfolio is good and getting stronger with brands
like Svedka, Casa Noble, and High West,”
says Jarrell.
“But they are really exploding the premium side of their wine portfolio, focusing
on Meiomi, and growing Kim Crawford
and the Prisoner Wine Company, and some
other new product developments. It is just
a really fun, consumer friendly portfolio,”
he says.
“A big wine brand that did really
well last year is 19 Crimes, which was up
around 25%. We also launched at the end
of last year 19 Crimes Cali Red by Snoop
Dog, with a Rosé launching now. We were
up on 19 Crimes ahead of the launch of
Snoop Dog, and that’s been a tremendous
success,” says Consuegra.
“We also launched, in addition to
Penfolds from Australia, Penfolds from
California. Caymus is another big brand,
which we continue to do really well with.”
Exciting new spirits
WEBB Banks’ portfolio is split almost
evenly between wines and spirits.
In January, WEBB Banks signed an
agreement with California-based distributor Infinium Spirits to distribute its spirits
portfolio in travel retail in the Americas,

cruise lines, the Caribbean basin and select
Central American markets, effective immediately.
Under the agreement, WEBB Banks
will exclusively distribute and represent
Skrewball Peanut Butter Whiskey, Templeton Rye American Whiskey, Zaya Rum
as well as the ultra-luxury brand Tears of
Llorona Tequila through their existing route
to market.
Skrewball Peanut Butter Whiskey
has been an enormous success since it was
launched in 2018. Earlier this year it was
named Best New Product at 2020’s Market
Watch Leaders Awards, voted on by over
200 active leaders in the alcoholic beverage
industry. In early 2020, Beverage Information & Insights Group named Skrewball
Peanut Butter Whiskey one of the fastest
growing whiskey brands. Skrewball sold
more than 700,000 cases in 2020, just its
third year in existence.
WhistlePig Rye Whiskey has been
another success story since it joined the
portfolio last year, says Consuegra. WEBB
Banks distributes the brand in the Caribbean, Central America, and travel retail.
Experienced team is key
Consuegra is full of pride for how his
WEBB Banks team dealt with the trials of
the past year.
“When you have the right team and
they can step up and walk right into adversity, I have so much pride for them and
what they were able to do last year. I have
so much admiration for them. They were
always so positive, and were filled with
energy and focus,” says Consuegra.
“Our team has experience and exper-
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tise, and love and know our industry.”
And now WEBB Banks is adding
another experienced travel retail name to
its team.
Beginning May 1, Curran Welch
Zinn, well known from her long tenure at
Alexander James & Co., is joining WEBB
Banks as Key Accounts Director.
“We are preempting the return of the
cruise industry, hiring a specific person to
help us with that market,” says Castellvi.
WEBB Banks will be shuffling a few
more roles in the coming months as the
company launches an exciting new division
for wellness, says Consuegra.
“Jose today is running travel retail
and all the spirits brands for marketing.
He’ll take on more responsibility and by
summer will run all of WEBB Banks,”
says Consuegra. “Phillip Jarell will run a
new wellness division that WEBB Banks is
launching in May. I will still be overseeing
everything, and am going on the board of
Ghost Tequila.”
The new roles and responsibilities will
reaffirm WEBB Banks’ commitment to the
region and further strengthen its position,
explains Castellvi.
“Our focus is still on our main suppliers. We are constantly investing in the
business. As we take on large new brands
we are adding people. At the end of the
day it is about scale and we have said that
from day one. You have to be important to
the customers, whether it is the duty free
operators, cruise lines, in-market wholesalers, or retailers,” says Castellvi. “The
other thing that set us apart last year is our
cash flow management, which allowed the
company to come out strong.”

INSIDER

Tito’s Handmade Vodka revs up giving back in times of need
Giving back has always been fundamentally at the core of Tito’s Handmade
Vodka’s business, which was founded by
Bert “Tito” Beveridge in 1997.
This philosophy was never more
evident than during the COVID-19
pandemic, when the Austin, Texas-based
vodka powerhouse revved up its support
for nonprofit organizations and essential
workers, especially for people who work in
the hospitality and service industry.
“It was really good that we had a
chance to give back during this time,” John
McDonnell, Tito’s Handmade Vodka, Managing Director International, tells TMI.
“Our team spent a lot of time doing
charity events for people in the hospitality business, such as the Food for Friends
programs around the globe. We worked
with beverage catering to make pre-packaged meals for people in the hospitality
industry.”
In the Caribbean, Tito’s charitable
foundation worked with the Sandals
Foundation to build a lounge for the first
responders in a hospital in Jamaica so that
they could go in and have coffee and get
something to eat, said McDonnell.
St. Ann’s Bay Regional Hospital,
which is the main COVID-19 treatment
facility for persons in the parishes of St.
Ann, Portland and St. Mary in Jamaica,
was outfitted with a sterile and private area
to serve as a lounge for the doctors and
nurses who are on call in the Intensive Care

Unit (ICU).
The facility was prepared by the
Sandals Foundation as part of a wider COVID-19 relief sponsorship by Tito’s. The
vodka company’s philanthropic arm, Love,
Tito’s, has donated a total of US $25,000 to
support the island’s hospitality workers and
communities affected by the pandemic.
Also in the region, Tito’s and its
distributor WEBB Banks helped support
“Lend a Hand Bahamas,” and the “Saber Beber COVID Relief Fund” in Peru,
among others.

Looking ahead, Consuegra expects
this year to be better than 2020, but not as
good as 2019.
“We think we are in a better position
than we were going into the storm. We are
operating much more efficiently. We have
a better team. The confidence you get from
going into a storm and coming out stronger
is invaluable,” says Consuegra.
Its success is all about what WEBB
Banks calls ‘relationships times three:’
amongst themselves, amongst its customers, and amongst its supplier partners.
“Relationships are at the core of what
we do,” says Jarrell. “The relationships we
were able to forge amongst our own team,
the relationships we were able to strengthen

with our customer base throughout the
region whether it’s the Caribbean, Central
America, or travel retail. And also the
relationships with our suppliers.”

		

Business thrives on e-commerce
While Tito’s travel retail business was
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, its
business in the United States and domestic
markets around the world continued to
grow. Tito’s Handmade Vodka overtook
Smirnoff Vodka to become the top selling
spirit in the U.S. in 2019.
Tito’s was the number one liquor on
alcohol e-commerce platform Drizly for the
second year in a row in 2020.
“Brands that were prominent on
e-commerce sites did well,” says McDonnell. “There wasn’t a lot of experimenting
with different brands during the pandemic.
Everybody went to the consumer staples:
Tito’s, Jack Daniel’s, Jim Beam.”
Tito’s international business was able
to thrive in markets that were able to pivot
to e-commerce or other creative selling
methods, McDonnell tells TMI.

Community involvement
As part of its strong relationships and
a corporate philosophy, WEBB Banks was
involved with a number of charity initiatives throughout the region.
“We did a lot of charity work with
Tito’s Handmade Vodka and Treasury
Wines,” notes Consuegra. “Probably the
toughest conversation I had last year during
the pandemic was with Tito’s when they
thought we hadn’t run enough of the Food
for Friends programs. So we tripled the
41

“There were
some bright spots
during the
pandemic.
Most all of
our markets
pivoted to
e-commerce.
Places like
Guam, New
Zealand, the
UK were
increases for
us. Australia
and the UK
we benefited
because we
changed distributors and
our distributors secured
us more
off-premise
placement
during COVID.
So we performed very well in those
markets,” he says.
“One of our distributors was making
packages for consumer takeaway and delivery, in Vietnam for example, pairing Tito’s
with different mixers. I think you are going
to see that consumer behavior changed
dramatically during COVID, focused more
on home delivery and assorted packages
from retailers: one stop shopping.”

amount of programs we were doing.”
The Tito’s Food for Friends program
purchases take-out meals from restaurants
and makes the complimentary meals available for both industry and non-industry
individuals in need.
“Through Food for Friends we’ve
been able to partner up with restaurants
and hand out meals for hospitality workers.
It has been very positive in ten markets
throughout the Caribbean and Central
America. We are about to do another series
of them in the Bahamas called Hands for
Hunger. Tito’s is amazing. It is great to be
able to associate with a company that philanthropic and that forward thinking. They
do things the right way,” says Jarrell.
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Beam Suntory embraces “digital revolution” to weather
COVID-19 storm
Phil Restall’s first few months in his
new position have been “a baptism of fire.”
But the Beam Suntory General Manager of Travel Retail, who was appointed
to his new position in October, confidently
predicts Beam Suntory’s global travel retail
business will emerge from this pandemic
in a strong position, thanks in part to its
“digital revolution.”
“While the pandemic has sadly created
such global devastation, one positive is it’s
been a great experience facing these challenges head on and working together with
a very talented GTR team and supportive
business to navigate the crisis,” Restall tells
TMI.
“I have learned a great deal about
what’s important to our customers as they
look to recover and the resilience and tenacity of not only my team but the industry
in general as it plans to bounce back better.
We are working hard with our customer
partners to plan the recovery, and we have
very exciting plans including some extraordinary launches in the pipeline,” he says.
Beam Suntory will need to focus on
where the consumers are actually traveling, and what they are looking to purchase,
insists Restall.
“There are a number of bright spots
on the horizon. Beam Suntory is committed to the GTR channel, its recovery and
the important role it strategically plays
in building our iconic brands around the
world. In the short to medium term as

Phil Restall, Beam Suntory General
Manager of Travel Retail

the recovery materializes, it’s important
we adapt to what our customers and their
shoppers are looking for. This will require
an agile approach to planning, a strong
focus on execution and a requirement to
ensure investment is re-prioritized to faster
growing areas or recovery, such as Hainan
Island, or accelerating shopper behavior in
the e-commerce space. Certain channels
and geographies will recover quicker than
others -- America will rebound strongly, it’s
just a question of ‘when,’” he says.
Data more important than ever
“We use multiple data sources,
industry experts and insight from our
customer partners to best project where
faster recovering geographies and channels
are likely to occur. This
has resulted in an ongoing,
iterative planning cycle
to continually build the
strongest, most sustainable
plan for our categories
and our customers as we
collectively recover. It’s
important to make ‘tough
choices’ and ensure every
dollar of brand investment
delivers a return for all
parties, with a clear focus
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on projected PAX return and priority locations.”
E-commerce will become much more
common for travel retail sales in the near
future, says Restall.
“The pandemic has accelerated the
growth of online alcohol sales in many
markets worldwide, and travel retail
operators have evolved and introduced
new online retail services facilitating home
delivery of travel retail exclusive and dutyabsorbed products,” he says.
“In terms of the most challenging
comeback, traveling shoppers’ buying
habits will undoubtedly have changed and
will continue to shift away from what we
have historically known as a direct result of
COVID. In fact many aspects of this new
shopper behavior, including e-commerce
penetration and the increasing importance
of digital as a key medium on the shopper
path to purchase, will likely become the
‘new normal’ so it’s critical we understand
and adapt to these new opportunities.”
Beam Suntory has been building new
capabilities and massively accelerating efforts in key areas to ensure it is in the right
place to lead the recovery, with a growing
emphasis on digital elements.
Digital integration on all levels
The company realizes that it will
need to integrate digital at all levels of the
channel.
“The business has been focusing its
efforts – not just in GTR, but across the
entire organization - on upweighting digital
capability, for example, to ensure we still
engage and connect with priority shoppers
who have new shopping habits.
“We are working very closely with our
retailers to integrate digital as part of the
shopper journey. This will mean partnering through various digital platforms to
enable a smoother shopper journey and
reduce physical interaction where desired
or required in line with COVID safety
measures.”
As part of Beam Suntory’s “digital

INSIDER

Brown-Forman’s iconic brands cushion travel retail sales
decline during year of lockdown
Aude Bourdier started her new position as Vice President, Managing Director Global Travel Retail for Brown-Forman in August, right in
the middle of the coronavirus pandemic which has hit the duty free industry so hard. Bourdier tells TMI that even with these COVID-19
setbacks, Brown-Forman Global Travel Retail is in a strong position to rebound and grow once COVID-19 is in the rearview mirror and
people are traveling again.

Aude Bourdier says that opportunities
exist even during a crisis.
“There were some positive developments during the lockdown. I learned early
in my career that talented people accept the
inevitability of adversities and do their best
to take advantage of the opportunities they
present. I am proud to say that the BrownForman team did just that over the past 12
months or so,” says Bourdier, who joined
Brown-Forman in 2018, and had been serving as marketing director Brown-Forman
Travel Retail as well as overseeing domestic marketing activities in the developed
markets of Asia-Pacific before assuming
her new position.
The slowdown in travel retail allowed
the company time to develop solutions and
prepare staff for better opportunities ahead,
said Bourdier.
“For one thing, we pulled together to
formulate plans and strategies in preparation for the never-questioned return of
international travel. Secondly, we used the
time to embark on serious and concentrated
training programs that emphasized critical
skill development and personal advancement. And finally, we paused to appreciate

revolution” the company has optimized imagery and copy for all brands that retailers
can use for improved consumer navigation.
“It is important that we, as a channel,
continue to invest in digital services such
as click-and-collect and online loyalty
programs to future-proof our business and
meet new shopper behavior. There are great
examples of platform interaction that we’ve
seen coming from some Asian markets in
particular, for example, where social media
has integrated as part of e-commerce. We
are learning all the time.”
Priority brand focus
Beam Suntory Global Travel Retail
has a clear focus on its priority brands in
the channel.
		

Aude Bourdier, Vice President,
Managing Director Global Travel
Retail for Brown-Forman

that 2020 marked the 150th anniversary
of our company’s founding and used the
occasion to reflect on Brown-Forman’s
proud history and the many obstacles and
challenges that have been overcome. We
used the grit and resoluteness of our earlier
counterparts to buoy our spirits during
COVID and reinforce our determination to

“It’s been interesting to see that
consumers have continued to gravitate to
not only these global icons, but also remain
open to premiumization and our exclusive
liquids. Therefore, we’ve been focusing on
our core range as well as drawing attention
to the expansion of our innovation portfolio
and demonstrating this through NPD.
For example, the end of last year saw the
launch of two premium whisky expressions
- firstly Ao, the world’s first world-blended
whisky and first innovative whisky to
launch in GTR since the coronavirus pandemic began. Secondly, Jim Beam Lineage,
a batched premium expression created by
Fred and Freddie Noe, available later this
year. Additionally, just this month, Bowmore Timeless 31-year-old was announced
43

emerge stronger as a team and more determined for success than ever.”
Bourdier, who replaced Marshall
Farrer when he was named president of
Brown-Forman Europe, reflects on the
timing of her transition to leading BrownForman’s global travel retail business.
“I indeed had the good fortune of not
only assuming the managing director’s
position in the midst of a global pandemic
but at the same time attempting to fill the
formidable shoes of my predecessor, Marshal Farrer, who is both a member of the
company’s board of directors and a highlyrespected Brown family member. But allin-all I think the transition was smooth and
orderly aided by Marshall’s guidance and
the fact that I was a known and accepted
entity having served as the travel retail
team’s marketing director for the previous
two years,” she tells TMI.
Brown-Forman reported that its travel
retail business was down 54% for the nine
months ending January 31, 2021. However,
business in the United States and Developed International markets grew 7% during
the same time period.
Bourdier says that because of the

as a GTR exclusive.
“An incredible collaboration and
ongoing show of support to the channel’s
recovery was when we announced Bowmore Islay Single Malt Scotch Whisky as
the new exclusive spirits partner of Aston
Martin Lagonda last November. The prestigious partnership will see the two British
luxury brands come together to create an
exclusive series of outstanding products
and experiences, starting with the unveiling
of Black Bowmore DB5 1964. With only
25 bottles for sale, the exceptionally rare
Black Bowmore DB5 1964 is a celebration
of time; a definitive moment in history for
both Bowmore and Aston Martin.”
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reputation and popularity of the brands in
its portfolio, Brown-Forman was able to
maintain a strong business profile during
2020.
“Both Jack Daniel’s and Woodford
Reserve did quite well in domestic markets
thanks in part to consumers who were
experiencing various levels of lockdown
being inclined to favor brands that were
known and proven at the expense of those
that are newer or less familiar. We feel
this trend will continue with the return of
international travel.
“For one thing, during COVID, fans
of products like Jack Daniel’s, Woodford
Reserve and Herradura tequila who had
been making their purchases in travel retail
simply bought them domestically. We have
every belief that they will switch back to
making duty free purchases when they
return to their former traveling lifestyle.”
Premiumization will continue to be
an important part of Brown-Forman’s
travel retail strategy as international travel
returns, says Bourdier.
“International travelers are, for the
most part, knowledgeable, sophisticated
and unrelenting in their demand for premium authentic brands. That was their standard prior to COVID and I see no reason
for it to change as we move back toward
normalcy. Our strategy moving forward is
to continue our focus on premium spirits
and global travel retail exclusives.
“We got off to a very good start in
these endeavors three years ago with the
launch of Jack Daniel’s Bottled-in-Bond.
It has enjoyed tremendous acceptance and
success over a relatively short period of
time and has proven to be a favorite of discerning travelers looking for some something a bit different from the Jack Daniel’s
family of whiskies. The Bottled-in-Bond
whiskey itself – a unique liquid bottled at a
higher proof - serves as a perfect complement to Gentleman Jack and our Single
Barrel selections which remain quite
popular themselves. Given our success with
such brands in travel retail you can expect
to see us continue to focus on bringing new
premium spirits into the channel.
“Regarding Old Forester, as our founding brand it holds a special place in the
heart of the Brown-Forman family. It is an
exquisite bourbon with steep authenticity
and ancestry and enjoys quite a following
in the United States. It will be a key task of
the Brown-Forman global travel retail team
is to establish it in new markets and make it

known to and adopted by whiskey connoisseurs around the world.”
2020 was supposed to be a year of
celebration for Brown-Forman, with the
company ringing in its 150th anniversary. COVID-19 changed that tune, says
Bourdier.
“It’s a bit of an understatement to
say that the actual celebration of our
150th anniversary in 2020 was a little
more muted than called for in our original
plans. However, we did make every effort to make the most of this remarkable
achievement and we used the occasion to
move forward with the confidence that as
a company we had overcome even more
grievous challenges in the past and that
we would survive this as well. As far as
extending the celebration into 2021, I
think that as normalcy creeps back into
our lives everyone within Brown-Forman
and out will be in a celebratory mood
as we engage in – and relish – what was
formally referred to somewhat derisively
as ‘business as usual.’”
Bourdier is optimistic that this “busi-
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ness as usual” will be coming soon for
travel retail.
“For the first time in a long time there
is a sense of optimism in the air. While
their rollout has sometimes been frustratingly slow or cumbersome, the vaccines
seem to be proving effective and are being
strongly embraced by the general public.
I know that Brown-Forman travel retail is
quite anxious to get fully re-engaged in our
business activities and I can only assume
this enthusiasm is as strong in other travel
retail companies and operations as well. As
to what is next, I would venture to say that
long-haul international travel will be slower to engage but we are already seeing an
uptick in intra-continental flights in Asia,
Europe and North and South America.
“As far as portfolio adjustments during COVID, we saw no need to do so. The
attributes that contributed to the popularity
of Jack Daniel’s and Woodford Reserve
pre-COVID – great taste, authenticity and
premium value – will still be in force with
the resumption of normal international
travel and commerce.”

INSIDER

Tariffs impact spirits sales in both the U.S. and Europe
Tariffs imposed on both U.S. spirits
and Scotch whiskey as a result of unrelated
trade disputes have had a significant impact
on spirit sales on both sides of the pond,
according to industry figures.
As a result of these tariffs, exports of
Kentucky Bourbon fell 35% in 2020, with
shipments to the European Union tumbling
by nearly 50%, the Kentucky Distillers’
Association announced in February.
Total exports of Kentucky Bourbon
and other whiskies were valued at $455
million in 2018. That number plunged to
$319 million in 2020, a 35% decrease.
Export values to the EU have nosedived 48% since the tariffs took effect,
from $257 million in 2018 to $135 million
last year.
The United Kingdom had historically
been the largest market within the EU for
Kentucky whiskey, making up a quarter to
a third of exports. Sales have plummeted
from $67 million in 2018 to just $33 million last year, a 50% drop. The largest EU
export country now is Spain at $49 million.
The situation could deteriorate further
in June, when the EU expects to double
tariffs on American Whiskey to 50%. The
EU had traditionally been Kentucky’s largest global market for Bourbon and whiskey,
making up 56% of all exports in 2017. It’s
now about 40%.
Scotch exports
Global exports of Scotch Whisky fell
by more than £1.1 billion during 2020,
according to figures released in February
by the Scotch Whisky Association (SWA).
The export figures are the lowest they have
been in a decade, as the combined impact
of COVID-19 and the 25% tariff in the
United States hit distillers hard.
In 2020, the export value of Scotch
Whisky exports fell 23% by value to
£3.8 billion. The number of 70cl bottles
exported fell by 13% to the equivalent of
1.14 billion.
The value and volume of exports to
most of Scotch Whisky’s top 10 markets
fell as countries went into lockdown to
combat the spread of COVID-19 during
2020. The closure of hospitality and travel
restrictions impacting airport retail globally
saw export values fall in 70% of Scotch
Whisky’s global markets compared to
2019. Exports to the EU 27, the industry’s
largest regional export market, fell by 15%.
But it is the continued impact of tariffs
		

on exports of Single Malt Scotch Whisky
to the United States that has caused the
most significant losses, says the SWA. The
United States is Scotch Whisky’s most
valuable market, valued at over £1 billion
in 2019 when it accounted for a fifth of
global exports. In 2020, exports of Scotch
Whisky to the U.S. fell by 32% to £729
million, a loss of £340 million compared to
2019, and accounting for around one third
of total global export losses.
“These figures are a grim reminder
of the challenges faced by distillers over
the past year, as exports stalled in the face
of the coronavirus pandemic and U.S.
tariffs. In effect, the industry lost 10 years
of growth in 2020 and it’s going to take
some time to build back to a position of
strength,” says Karen Betts, Chief Executive of the Scotch Whisky Association.
“In these challenging times, what’s so
disappointing is the damage being caused
by U.S. tariffs. The U.S. has been, for
decades, our strongest and most valuable
market, but Scotch Whisky is now losing
considerable ground there.”
U.S. suspends tariffs on single malt
Scotch whisky
In a huge dose of good news for the
travel retail industry, the U.S. has agreed
to suspend tariffs on UK goods including
single malt whiskies, it was announced in
the beginning of March. The tariffs were
45

imposed in retaliation over subsidies to the
aircraft maker Airbus.
The duties will be suspended for four
months while the two sides seek a longterm settlement. Tariffs will also be lifted
on UK cheese, cashmere and machinery.
Commenting on the four-month suspension of U.S. tariffs on Scotch Whisky
and other products relating to the ongoing
Airbus-Boeing trade dispute, Karen Betts
said:
“This is fabulous news, and our industry is delighted. The tariff on Single Malt
Scotch Whisky exports to the U.S. has been
doing real damage to Scotch Whisky in the
sixteen months it has been in place, with
exports to the U.S. falling by 35%, costing
companies over half a billion pounds.”
While the action has no immediate
impact on exports of Kentucky Bourbon
and other American whiskies, the Kentucky
Distillers’ Association is encouraged that
the United States and the United Kingdom
have agreed to briefly suspend some tariffs
involved in the long-running BoeingAirbus dispute.
“This is a good first step and a hopeful
signal that the administration is committed
to resolving trade wars that have inflicted
so much collateral damage on global
markets, including Kentucky’s signature
Bourbon industry and our broader American Whiskey family,” KDA President Eric
Gregory said.
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MONARQ Group reaches customers with digital innovations
As international tourism dried up
MONARQ Group shifted its focus to
digital marketing, social media and
e-commerce, Managing Director Robert de
Monchy tells TMI.
To promote its brands on social media,
the independent premium wine and spirits
distributor launched MONARQ’s Social
Club early on during the pandemic with
overwhelmingly positive feedback from
participants. The company specializes in
the duty free and domestic markets in Latin
America and the Caribbean as well as USA
Duty Free.
“MONARQ’s Social Club is an online
platform, promoted mainly on Instagram,
where we promote digital initiatives of
our brand portfolio and provide access to
exclusive masterclasses, Q&A sessions,
live tastings, live distillery tours and more,”
says de Monchy.
De Monchy believes digital elements
need to play ever more important roles for
duty free to remain relevant to consumers.
“I am always optimistic and, at the
same time, believe that the duty free/
travel retail industry needs fundamental
change, like the integration of e-commerce.
The duty free industry is basically built
on legislation. If you think about it, why
would you be able to purchase tax free
in one location and not in another? The

Robert de Monchy,
MONARQ Group Managing Director

pandemic has shown the vulnerability of
the sector,” he says.
“We have temporarily adapted our
travel retail business but have not changed
our strategy. Our strategy is long term and
we are committed to the channel. Going
forward, we believe that the pandemic
has propelled change in the travel retail
industry, which has fundamentally
remained unchanged for many years.”
MONARQ has seen some positive
duty free business, mainly in Latin
America.
“On the duty free side, 2020 has
indeed been a challenging year, while on
the domestic side we have seen healthy
growth of our overall business. The
individual performances by category and
brand have been different, depending on
the markets, e-commerce availability and
split between on- and off trade channels,”
he says.
“On the duty free side of the
business, the brighter spots have been
in the Latin American duty free border
stores, especially on the Brazilian border,

MONARQ Group created MONARQ’s Social
Club, an online platform promoted mostly on
Instagram, as a way to stay connected with its
customers.
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Argentina excluded. It looks like we will
be in the pandemic for a little longer, all
depending on the vaccination programs
in the different countries. For Duty Free
airport retail sales, you need borders to reopen and travel between countries, so we
also depend on the vaccination programs
outside the USA. For cruise ships it’s a
bit different because of its relatively large
dependency on U.S. tourists. We have
recently heard about cruise ships planning
to embark their passengers in Caribbean
islands like Bahamas and St Maarten,
instead of mainland USA. We have strong
distribution in these islands, so this could
play out well.”
De Monchy saw the pandemic as the
ideal time to streamline MONARQ’s wine
and spirits portfolio, deciding to let go of
some brands, while identifying others that
are on trend.
“As a result of this, we recently
added a number of fantastic brands, such
as Bollinger Champagne, Conosur wines
from Chile and Codigo Tequila 1530. We
also expanded our partnership with Asahi
Premium Brands to include USA Duty Free
for Asahi Beer.”
These adjustments to its portfolio
along with the company’s increased
reliance on internet tools set MONARQ up
for a post-COVID world, says de Monchy.
“MONARQ is committed to the
growth of our brands and our company.
The only constant thing is change; this is
the reality for the coming years, and the
ones that do not have this sense of urgency
will unfortunately be facing increasingly
difficult times.”

Asahi
		

Super Dry - available at MONARQ
Group
for2021
USA
Free
- www.monarqgroup.com
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Duty Free Global’s Barry Geoghegan doubles down
on travel retail worldwide
When the coronavirus pandemic
essentially shut down international travel,
Duty Free Global doubled down on its
core travel retail business. Duty Free
Global Founder & Commercial Director
Barry Geoghegan tells TMI that as wine
and spirits duty free specialists to travel
retailers worldwide, DFG did not pivot to
domestic markets. “Duty Free is what we
do,” says Geoghegan.
“We were in the eye of the storm,
stuck in the middle of it. We don’t have the
pivot ability to do domestic.
“We are completely focused. We
didn’t divert our attention. We decided that
when you are a niche player, you make two
choices. You either try to be a jack of all
trades and master of none. Or you become
really good at your niche. I decided to take
a deeper dive into this channel.”
Geoghegan says that by sticking to the
travel retail channel Duty Free Global has
become “expert industry specialists.”
“The only pivot we did was spend
more of our time understanding the next
generational tools, the digital tools. We
got more into research and the passenger
profile, why certain things work in certain
cultures, why Hainan is different than Hong
Kong International.
“From a digital viewpoint we are now
more equipped to give sincere direction and

“Our message was going to one
selected partner, such as the buyer, now it
goes to the buyer plus the assistant buyer
plus the marketing team to the logistics
team. All of a sudden our reach, and our
message, and our brand story went from
the one decision maker to the entire team.
We’ve expanded the community. It is a
much more democratic stakeholder now
that understands what we do.”

Barry Geoghegan, Duty Free Global Founder &
Commercial Director

guidance to brand partners and operators as
to what is more likely to work.”
One small advancement for Duty
Free Global was the creation of a company
LinkedIn page, which has expanded its
audience as it tells the stories of its brands.
“I’ve had stories on LinkedIn that
attracted 15,000 views. And that’s all
happened in the last 12 months,” says
Geoghegan.

Finding solutions
Geoghegan tells TMI that as the
industry faced never before seen challenges
this year it was important that Duty Free
Global worked to be part of the solution.
In October, Geoghegan became
a member of the TFWA Management
Committee. This follows Geoghegan’s
earlier involvement as a member of the
Academy Advisory Group (AAG) for Duty
Free World Council (DFWC).
“I personally made the decision to
get more involved in trying to help the
industry. I want to be part of the recovery
not wait for the recovery to happen.
It’s important to be at every event. It’s
important to give support. We’re all in this
game together.
“I think to be a supporter of a channel
you need to be a participant. You need to be
proactive.”

Death’s Door Gin, Somrus Coffee Liqueur, and MOB33 Gold Heist rum are three recent additions to Duty Free Global’s wine and spirits portfolio that it will
be featuring at the Virtual Summit of the Americas.
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Geoghegan says he has duty free in his
blood and he tries to support the industry in
any way he can, whether through serving
on committees, supporting charities, or
attending events.
“I think we at Duty Free Global are
sincerely duty free people. We really do
have the channel in our DNA. My father
was the very first employee of Aer Rianta
International Business Development,” he
says.
“Understanding people and
understanding cultures is something that we
pride ourselves in. As far as I am concerned
good people are good people. For me it is
all family values, be it the duty free family
or your own family. It’s not about building
empires. It’s about building networks. And
the network will not come to you. You need
to come to the network.”
Geoghegan’s networks now stretch
throughout the world and he plans for more
growth this year.
“I called the company Duty Free
Global because I didn’t want to be a
regional player. I will try my best to find an
appropriate assortment or portfolio that will
work for each culture. It will not be one
size fits all. Some things translate globally,
but some things don’t.”
He notes that the company currently
has team members based in Switzerland,
Belgium, the UK, Hong Kong and four in
Ireland. The goal this year is to expand the
company’s expertise in the Americas.
“For every brand partner we can speak
to the decision makers regionally. My short
term goal is to fill the gap in North and
South America. We are very happy with
our European, Middle East, and AsiaPAC

presence. We need to complete the
geographies of the key duty free locations.
This year’s goal is to finalize North and
South America. We know the operators,
but to date we have not had people in the
territories. Our intention is to square that
circle.
“We want to give the best service to
our brand partners. We can be both global
and niche at the same time. Even though
we deal with the global operators our sales
director Nathalie Roelands knows the
difference between what Dufry does in
Europe and what Dufry does in Brazil.”
Virtual Summit of the Americas
Following its successful Platinum
sponsorship of October’s Virtual Travel
Retail Expo, Duty Free Global is a Gold
sponsor for the Virtual Summit of the
Americas.
The company will be showcasing its
spirits portfolio focusing on six brands: the
new MOB33 Gold Heist Premium Rum,
Beau Joie Champagne, Gunpowder Irish
Gin, House of Somrus, Death’s Door Gin,
and RumChata.
Duty Free Global signed an agreement
with Legacy Brands last month to launch
MOB33 Gold Heist rum into the global
duty free markets. The new rum is a blend

of 5, 3 and 2 year old Latin American and
Caribbean Golden Rums.
MOB33 has “added a splash of the
infamous Jamaican funk to the blend of
Dominican Republic and Venezuelan
Rums and have fused these, for a light,
Spanish style, with the vivid flavors and
character of Rum from Barbados,” says the
company.
Last September, Duty Free Global
added Death’s Door Gin and House of
Somrus to its spirits portfolio.
Death’s Door Gin is an award winning
American-made Gin made using only three
botanicals: Juniper, Coriander and Fennel.
‘Inspired by India, made for the
world’, rum-based cream liqueur Somrus is
made with real dairy cream and 5x distilled
handcrafted rum. At the Virtual Summit of
the Americas, Geoghegan says House of
Somrus is sponsoring the Virtual Coffee
breaks, bringing participants on a coffee
culture trip across the Americas with the
Sadekar sisters, now well-known from
the Virtual Travel Retail Expo last year.
The Somrus Coffee Breaks will offer golf
tips and style advice to Expo visitors in
between Knowledge Hub sessions.
“Somrus Coffee is already really
popping. They’ve taken on a very
experienced team to build that business,”
says Geoghegan. “Gunpowder Gin is on
fire in the U.S. It is the fifth fastest growing
ultra-premium gin in the U.S. according
to Nielson data. It’s a player. Beau Joie
Champagne, based in Las Vegas, is on fire
for us as well.”
To end off the Virtual Summit of the
Americas, Duty Free Global is sponsoring
a Virtual Club Americas on 5 pm Thursday
April 8 in the Engagement Lounge.

Duty Free Global is featuring Gunpowder Irish Gin, Beau Joie Champagne, and RumChata at its Gold booth at the Virtual Summit of the Americas.
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Wine Classics:
Staying connected in Canada despite border shutdown
The U.S./Canada border has now
been closed for more than a year. But Wine
Classics International’s relationships with
its suppliers and the Canadian duty free operators is stronger than ever, Sherri Gidney,
Sales and Marketing Travel Retail Manager
at Wine Classics, tells TMI.
The two countries closed the border on March 21, 2020, and the closures
have been extended to at least April 21.
Although a few border stores remain open
for essential travel, the majority of the duty
free stores have been closed with devastating results for their business.
Despite the closure, Wine Classics has
been in constant contact with its suppliers
and its Canadian duty free operator friends,
a close relationship it has maintained for
more than two decades.
“The pandemic has allowed us to
strengthen our communication and support,” explains Gidney, listing some of
the special efforts the company has made
to stay in touch. “We created a cocktail
challenge for the duty free operators. We
are starting a Wine Classics quarterly
newsletter by email. The pandemic has also
allowed us the time to tailor our brands and
promotions by location,” she said.
“Our communications with our suppliers has allowed us to discuss what we
are doing in Canada and all over the world
and what we are planning for the next 3-5
years. Of course zoom calls have been

key.”
The cocktail challenge was a highpoint. In November, as part of the FDFA
Until We Meet Again series, Wine Classics
partnered with FDFA, challenging the
border stores to create a custom cocktail
for the holidays with the winner receiving prizes and a congratulation video from
Crystal Head owner Dan Aykroyd.
Chris Foster, whose Queenston-Lewiston Duty Free Shop is one of the border
stores that has been forced to close during
the COVID-19 pandemic, says the cocktail
competition was a way for the Canadian
duty free industry to stay connected during
challenging times.
“The latest FDFA ‘Until we meet
again’ Challenge may seem like a little way
to keep the association and our members
active and interested but this goes miles in
continuing to build on our current business relationship. As you are probably well
aware the Canadian Duty Free industry is
much more than a business, it’s family,”
says Foster.
“Sherri has done an excellent job
keeping in touch throughout these times
and continues to check in regularly. Perhaps more than most, I have the opportunity to work closely with all suppliers, in
all categories. We are looking forward to
the day where we are able to get back to
normalcy and sip a drink together again!”
Jeff Mackie, whose T.S.M. Custom

Millwork Ltd. builds fixtures for the duty
free stores throughout the region, says
Wine Classics positive attitude and continued partnership has not wavered even as
business has suffered.
“There’s no question that 2020 was a
difficult year for the Canadian Travel Retail
Industry and 2021 will continue to have its
challenges. I am optimistic for the future
and working with Sherri and the team at
Wine Classics to strengthen our partnerships with both the brands and the retailers
is integral to our long term success,” says
Mackie.
Some airports have been able to open
their stores, and Wine Classics has been
working closely with Dufry and Aer Rianta
despite slow traffic and sales.
“I am proud to collaborate with Sherri
Gidney and the Wine Classics team; we
have built a strong partnership that allowed
us to innovate over the years including the
first ever Crystal Head Wall Bay,” commented AerRianta’s Pauline Bonhomme.
Jonathan Hemi and Wine Classics
Wine Classics, which was started in
1995 by Jonathan Hemi, marked its 25th
anniversary in 2020, although the pandemic
did not give the company many occasions
to celebrate.
But Hemi made a great effort to keep
a sense of normalcy, said Gidney.
“It is crazy that a full year has passed
since this pandemic began, bringing so
many ups and downs for so many. The one
constant has been Wine Classics and its
owner Jonathan Hemi, whose support was
there through all of this. He employed all
our staff for the entire year,” she noted.
“Jonathan has been very flexible. And
we are still celebrating small wins and staff
member’s birthdays with socially distanced
lunches. We also have a cocktail hour zoom
call every week to catch up.”
Lola Stankovic, Wine Classics Trade
Marketing Manager, says the character of
the company and the people she works with
shone through during the crisis.

In November, as part of the FDFA Until We Meet Again series,
Wine Classics partnered with FDFA, challenging the border
stores to create a custom cocktail for the holidays.
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“I am very fortunate to work with so many wonderful hard
working, committed and supportive people at Wine Classics.
Jonathan Hemi, Brian Merit, Lola Stankovic, Nancy Ferrante
and myself have all worked very hard over the years to build a
strong foundation for this successful business in Canada Duty
Free. Our number one strength is our communication with the
suppliers (Edrington, Iceberg, Heaven Hill, Henkell/Freixenet,
Russian Standard, Konzelmann Winery, Crystal Head and Signal
Hill Canadian Whisky) we represent and of course our amazing
Canadian Duty Free stores. We are so fortunate to work with so
many wonderful people Catherine West/Dufry, Pauline Bonhomme
AerRianta/Canada, Chris Foster and team Peninsula Duty Free,
Jeff Butler and team Thousand Islands Duty Free, Nancy Enright
and team Philipsburg Duty Free, Mike Maskery and team Ambassador Duty Free, John Tompkins and team West Coast Duty Free
and the list goes on. We have built strong partnerships, continuing though COVID and looking forward to having the Best and
Strongest years ahead.”
Sherri Gidney, Wine Classics

“Being a part of Wine Classics International for the past 7 years has taught
me the difference between working for
a good company and working for a great
one. Having strong and passionate leaders
such as Sherri Gidney and Jonathan Hemi,
who strive for authenticity over perfection,
while continuously helping to refine skills
and knowledge of all the team members,
and ensuring that the needs of our TR
family are prioritized, is what makes Wine
Classics International a proud partner with
our Suppliers and Duty Free customers
alike,” says Stankovic.
New brands and domestic success
While travel retail is suffering as a
result of the pandemic, Crystal Head Vodka
and Signal Hill whiskey are thriving in the
Canadian domestic market, says Gidney.

Wine Classics celebrated its 25th anniversary in 2020. Wine Classics
founder Jonathan Hemi (center) with Sherri Gidney, Brian Meret, Lola
Stankovic, and Hemi’s family.

“We launched Crystal Head Onyx
in the domestic market where it is doing
amazingly well. We are looking forward
to the launch of our annual Crystal Head
Pride in June 2021 after its successful
launch in June 2020. Signal Hill is also
positive domestically,” she says.
Wine Classics has added new brands
which it will launch as business in the
channel resumes. Among them are Henkell Freixinet and Konzelmann Winery
(Niagara on the Lake), one of Canada’s
oldest producers of wines. Established in
Stuttgart, Germany in 1893 by Friedrich
Konzelmann, his great, great grandson
Herbert Konzelmann relocated the winery
to Niagara on the Lake, Canada in 1984.
“We are looking forward to building
these businesses in Canada Duty Free,”
says Gidney.

Peninsula Duty Free’s Chris Foster, Sherri
Gidney, Herbert Konzelmann, and Bonnie Gates
(Peace Bridge), with Lake Ontario behind them.

Wine Classics and Alexander James merger creates North American spirits powerhouse
A little more than one year after
leading Canadian company Wine Classics
International and iconic U.S. distributor
Alexander James and Company merged,
the two respected wine and spirits
distributors are operating stronger together
than as individual entities.
The acquisition allowed their business
to increase its global footprint, with offices
in Miami and Toronto, and warehouses
in Miami, Newfoundland, Vancouver, the
UK and Singapore. AJ&C executives Ned
Carpenter, John Alexander and Ignacio
		

Melero formalized their long-standing
relationship with WCI and are officially
working together with Jonathan Hemi in
a business that now covers Canada, the
United States, and Latin American airports
as well as land border stores and cruise
lines.
Together, the companies have built
an impressive supplier base including
Edrington, Treasury Wines, Crystal Head
Vodka and many more.
The company’s strong, diverse team
of Brian Meret, Sherri Gidney, Lola
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Stankovic, Sarah King, Nancy Ferrante,
Lonnie Lafirenza, and Joan Koch are able
to communicate and meet with customers
and suppliers on a consistent basis with
team members in Canada and the U.S.
“Our customer relationships have
always been the key to both of these
businesses and as one we look forward
to continuing our strong committed
partnerships in the Travel Retail industry,”
commented Gidney, Sales and Marketing
Travel Retail Manager.
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Juan Gentile creates Distribution Spirits Company to build
premium brands in the Caribbean
Respected spirits executive Juan Gentile has created his own wine and spirits
distribution company based in Miami with
a focus on the Caribbean and duty free
markets.
Gentile, who worked for Edrington
for almost 20 years most recently as Senior
Vice President, Managing Director Americas Travel Retail at Edrington Americas,
tells TMI he will use his category and
regional expertise to find the right portfolio
for the right markets.
“I have been working in the region
for many years and there are many brands
out there with a need to grow to their full
potential in the Caribbean and duty free. So
I decided to create a company that specializes in sales, distribution, and marketing of
premium wines and spirits. My expertise
comes from Macallan and I understand
the premium and super premium sector of
spirits.”
The new company, called Distribution Spirits Company or DISC, opened in
January.
“This is coming alive and I am very
excited. I want to focus on luxury/super
premium and have one or two brands
maximum in each key category. I am trying
to be selective and go for key brands,” he
says.
“I understand strategically what the
brands need. I will have a strong portfolio,

Juan Gentile,
Distribution Spirits Company Founder

bringing my marketing and commercial
experience from premium and luxury
spirits as well as my expertise managing
distributors.”
Gentile is launching the new venture
with a partnership with regional distribution company Promo International Inc.
“I needed financing and structure.
Promo International, owned by Sergio Sanchez, has been in the market for more than
25 years. The company sells into the Caribbean, focusing on fast moving consumer
goods such as groceries and health. They
represent important brands like Kellogg’s
and Unilever. The idea with this partnership
is to create the spirits side of Promo.”
Distribution Spirits Company has
already added some wines and spirits to
its portfolio with more announcements
expected in May.

“I have formalized a few brands (Moskovskaya vodka, Tequila Kah, Cosmopolitan Diva) from the Amber Beverage Group,
Rutini wines, Aguardiente Antioquenio.
“I will also represent Four Loko
throughout much of the Caribbean (except
for a couple of islands). This is the perfect
channel for Four Loko,” he says.
“While the idea is to have a few high
end brands, we will also have standard
brands, because my dual strategy is to also
supply retail through Promo’s strong distribution arm. I see an opportunity for niche
and premium brands.”
Gentile says he is excited to travel to
the markets and believes his long experience in the industry will make Distribution
Spirits Company the right company to
build brands in the region.
“I want to be a brand builder. I know
how to build premium brands, how to get
to the consumer, how to train the people.
I understand strategically what the brands
need,” he says.
“I want to work with people and brands
with which we have a cultural fit and can
have fun working together. When you have
your own company you want to work with
people that you enjoy working with. This
industry is about the relationships and about
being present in the market.”
For more information contact
jgentile@discmiami.com

The Family Brands Alliance: stronger together in tough times
Since its formation in 2017, the
Family Brands Alliance has been growing
steadily on a global scale, and now comprises four 100% family-owned partners:
DANZKA Vodka, Pallini Limoncello,
Bache-Gabrielsen Cognac, and G’Vine
Floraison Gin.
“The Family Brand Alliance allows
all four brands to meet the challenges of
globalization and consolidation in travel
retail by offering a diverse, but still individual portfolio. The Alliance enables us
to create synergies and optimize logistics,
marketing and service through our own
sales team based in the Americas under the
Waldemar Behn structure, and distribution

center in Miami,” says Waldemar Behn’s
Tito Gonzalez.
The coronavirus pandemic has certainly impacted the travel retail business of
the Alliance, but Gonzalez says Waldemar
Behn has tackled crises for well over a
century.
“Each family brand member is over
100 years old; this is not our 1st global
crisis. Families take care of each other and
grow stronger in times of crisis. We are
confident we will get through COVID-19
and emerge stronger for it,” he tells TMI.
Waldemar Behn is the producer of
premium spirit DANZKA, which combines
the best of Scandinavian distilling arts with
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Scandinavian design traditions in the iconic
bottle with graphic design by Jacob Jensen.
Pallini Limoncello, made from Sfusato
Amalfitano lemon, only found in the
Amalfi Coast, is the N° 1 Limoncello brand
in Duty Free & Travel Retail.
Bache-Gabrielsen Cognac is the first
brand to release an American Oak Cognac,
aged in French Oak barrels combined with
a minimum of six months in new American
Oak barrels.
G’Vine Floraison Gin, made from the
noble and smooth grape spirit, is a blend of
10 botanicals, notably the vine flower.
For more information, please contact Tito
Gonzalez; tito@behn.de PH. +507 6675 4380.
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Otis McAllister: “We are committed to Travel Retail”
Otis McAllister was expecting 2020 to
be another record year for its travel retail division before the COVID-19 pandemic stopped
that momentum in its tracks, Otis McAllister
Vice President Sales and Operations Marc
Panara tells TMI. The company has steadily
grown to be the pre-eminent regional confectionery distributor in North America.
“Like everyone, the pandemic caught
us by surprise and derailed our business
almost overnight. We were coming off
back-to-back years (2018 and 2019) of
record-breaking performance for our
division and ended Q1 of 2020 35%
ahead of 2019 figures, which includes
the business shutting down effectively in
mid-March.”
With booming sales, Otis McAllister
could never have anticipated the impact the
pandemic would have on its business, says
Panara.
“Never take anything for granted. In
mid-February of 2020, we were experiencing record setting growth through the first
month and a half of the year and we were
about to bring on the spirits business as of
March 1st. We said, ‘There isn’t anything
that can slow us down.’ Well, we ended
up eating those words in a big way, but no
one could have predicted the impact that
COVID-19 would have on our industry let
alone around the world.”
Even as COVID-19 hit its business
hard, Otis McAllister maintained close
contact and communication with both its
customers and suppliers. The idea was to
shape a recovery plan from an assortment
and promotional perspective coming out of
COVID, says Justin Nee, Vice President of
Sales & Marketing, at Otis McAllister.
“Although it has been a challenging
twelve months, we are seeing opportunities present themselves that may have not
otherwise been open to us at this point
pre-COVID. This includes the potential
supply of our brands to new customers and
territories, as well as the representation of
new brands that we do not currently represent,” says Nee.
“If anything our partnerships with our
suppliers have gotten better,” added Panara,
explaining how the company did all it
could to maintain its business obligations.

“One of the things we are most proud
of is that many customers and distributors
around the world had cash flow problems
when COVID really hit. And we were one
of the few companies that was never late
on any of our payments, and paid all of our
bills in full. I think because of that there
have been a lot of opportunities that have
opened for us,” he said.
Panara notes that they approached the
challenges from a variety of directions to
prepare for recovery with their customers.
“From a customer perspective we
always thought that we are all in this together. We did what we could from a company perspective and a brand perspective to
support our retailers and more importantly
work with them on a game plan of recovery
and building a solid plan. A road map we
can all follow in terms of cutting down the
assortment and focusing on best sellers,
making sure we have the right promotional
calendars for each store.”
Both Panara and Nee emphasize that
Otis McAllister remains optimistic about
the future of the travel retail channel.
“From both a companywide and division standpoint we are committed to Travel
Retail. We have been very fortunate that we
have the backing of a strong parent company which believes in our vision for the
future of the Travel Retail division. As we
have been, we will adapt our business to
cater to the current conditions and continue
to be nimble to make changes accordingly.
We will remain an extension of our brand
partners in the stores and work closely with
our customers to accommodate their everchanging needs. We are looking forward
to the continuous rollout of the vaccine,
people being able to travel more freely
again and getting back into the market
where we thrive,” says Panara.
Logistics and Trucking Costs
With airport shops closed and product
sitting on shelf un-sold, the confectionery
specialists had to deal with the logistical
issue of products with sell-by dates. As
customers were still figuring out their ideal
stock on hand needs and more cognizant of
product dating, the company had to find a
way to maintain a balance between order
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size and freight rates while accommodating
new fulfillment needs.
“It is an extreme challenge for us to
navigate currently,” says Panara. “The
sheer number of top international brands
that we represent has lifted some of the
burden for both our customers and Otis to
build up the critical mass when placing and
shipping an order.”
The price of shipping products to
operators has also gone up during the past
year, adding another layer of cost to the
total, says Nee. There was also a shortage of truckers available to deliver the
temperature-controlled confectionery,
pushing trucking rates higher.
“We have seen increases to some of
our most frequent delivered locations more
than double,” says Nee.
New spirits division
Otis McAllister expanded into the
spirits business exactly a year ago with the
asset purchase of Chase International, Inc.
The company still sees spirits as an important part of its future.
“We are thrilled to have entered the
spirits business back in March of 2020
although the timing was certainly not ideal.
We represent several fantastic suppliers who all focus on or cater to different
customer needs with the array of offerings
in their respective portfolios,” says Panara.
Even with a solid portion of its spirits business devoted to cruise ships, which have
been at a standstill, he is optimistic with the
potential of the category.
“The goal of the spirits division is for
Otis McAllister to eventually be looked
upon as the go to spirits supplier for U.S.
Duty Free in which we are providing a window to the world of our brands to international travelers from around the globe. We
are still learning the business and of course
with COVID it has affected the volumes
and assortments for the time being, but
we will continue to work together with
our partners and ensure we have the right
offering to the right nationalities traveling
through the airports. We do expect and feel
that we can grow the business to be a much
more significant portion of our overall business than it is today.”
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Logistics: WTDC’s diversification from core business delivers
added benefits
Miami’s family-owned Foreign Trade
Zone company WTDC, which specializes
in logistics for spirits for the duty free/travel retail and cruise industries, diversified
its business as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic.
WTDC President & CEO Sean
Gazitua tells TMI that this expansion away
from its core duty free/travel retail business
has strengthened his company and better
positioned it for the future.
“The commodity that we handle is
spirits for the duty free and travel retail
industry and this virus shut it down. In
April and May last year there were a handful of spirits cases that left the warehouse.
Typically there are tens of thousands of
cases. So that was an eye-opener for us that
it would be a good idea to diversify a little
bit,” says Gazitua.
“Obviously our bread and butter is
spirits for the travel retail industry and will
continue to be in the future, but 2020 gave
us an opportunity to look at our business
and diversify.”
WTDC saw a way to both stay busy
and contribute to the greater good by
handling logistics for needed medical supplies. WTDC assisted companies with the
hazardous transportation of hand sanitizer,
foreign-to-foreign shipments of COVID-19
test kits, masks, medical equipment, and

Sean Gazitua, WTDC President & CEO

PPE imports.
“We were able to help companies and
countries handle the supply chain management for medical supplies. That was pretty
gratifying that we were doing something
good during the pandemic and were able
to handle business. Our normal pipeline of
business froze because we had been focusing on spirits and cruise lines.”
Medical supplies were one of three
key verticals WTDC focused on during the
pandemic. The other two were the creation

WTDC signed an agreement with ProChile and its partners to create seamless connectivity for customers across their complementary domestic and international logistics
networks in the USA and Chile.
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of WTDC Chile and logistics for renewable
energy.
In October WTDC announced a
strategic partnership with Empresas Perrot Group Inc., a premier Trucking and
Logistics Provider in Santiago, Chile to
create seamless connectivity for customers
across their complementary domestic and
international logistics networks in the USA
and Chile. WTDC and Empresas Perrot
will be exclusive agents within each other’s
countries as part of the agreement.
“The Gazituas are Chilenos. We’re
from Chile. A partner contacted us to open
up WTDC Chile. Empresas Perrot are one
of the largest trucking companies in Chile
and they wanted to expand internationally.
Our family always wanted to open a business in Chile. Like us, they are a family
business, and have been around for 80
years. We started speaking to each other via
zoom and we just connected: their family
values, our family values, their company
culture, our company culture. It just aligned
perfectly. As a result, we have really been
growing that trade lane from Chile to the
USA,” says Gazitua.
Renewable energy is the third vertical
WTDC focused on in 2020.
“We identified renewable energy as
a good business for the future. We are
focusing on solar, hydro, and wind and are
providing ocean freight, warehousing, and
U.S. Customs brokerage.”

INSIDER
2021: Back to normal?
Even as WTDC has diversified this
past year, travel retail/duty free spirits
logistics will remain its core business, and
Gazitua says there is reason for optimism.
“Now it is closer to normalcy. In 2021,
business has begun bouncing back. In
November and December last year higher
volumes started leaving the warehouse and
we saw a spike going up. We thought it was
just for the holiday season,” he says.
“But in January, the numbers consistently stayed up and in February the
numbers have remained consistent. Now
that we are in March, the numbers leaving
the warehouse have not gone down. It feels
good to see these numbers of cases leaving
the warehouse. I feel like we are trending
in the right direction. There is some good
news out there. There are orders. We are
busy and we appreciate it.”
Prior to the pandemic, WTDC was
experiencing a record year.
“2019 smashed every other year.
January and February 2020 were incredible
months. We expected 2020 to be stronger
than 2019.”
Gazitua says his family company is
prepared for a return to better times.
“We are speaking with companies that
are interested in coming into the market.
We have the know-how. We celebrated
44 years in business on March 8. We’ve
been handling spirits for 15 years for this
market. We know the processes specific to

		

this commodity. This is what we know and
we are good at it.
“Our competition are these huge
multi-national corporations. If you need to
have a decision done, you have to talk to
your supervisor, the manager, the director,
all the way up the ladder. Here if you want
to get something done you speak to me and

we can get it done right there. We move
quickly. I think that is one of the reasons
we were able to survive the pandemic.
Because we saw this business potentially
slowing down and pivoted and started
handling medical supplies and renewal
energy. But we are here and we are open
for business.”

WTDC Health & Wellness Program
WTDC began its health and wellness program in 2017 with the goal of encouraging all its
employees to adopt a healthy lifestyle, which promotes improved mental and physical wellness.
During the pandemic, WTDC has expanded this program.
“We can make sure our employee morale is high. We’ve implemented a health and wellness program, with a multi-purpose health and wellness room. We zoom in there, and when
we are not using it for zoom it is used for yoga room. We also have a masseuse come every
Wednesday to give massages in our special massage room. We even have a prayer/meditation
room. We really believe in having a sound mind, sound body, especially in a year like last year.
We want to make sure that WTDC is a safe place for our employees. That’s part of being a family business,” says Gazitua.
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